
March 22,1969.

the hour

’ »J 'We 
believe..Kr. fetz is doing a-real public 
nnvrtrn ^a .4*a +V-i4 e dairnl rvnrriotn +

ie held up the Shipment of these’ Papers“for 
100 copies of "PRESENT TRUTH" 1968 - * 3. 
Prophetic Research International,(Metz) 

1666 South University, DENVER, 
Colorado. 80210. USA.
O-O^O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-b-O-O-O-b'-O-O-O-O 

V. e have held up these Papers'two weeks too 
long, as there are things here against 
EASTER that we want to be in your hands 
BEFORE EASTER - so this goes in the Mail 
Monday * March 24 - Metz paper or no. 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
When DURST exposed the ADVENTIST' LOVE-FEST 
with Billy Graham and Oral Roberts we sent 
out copies of that paper by the Hundreds. 
We accept TRUTH no matter'by whom it comes." 
And so with this METZ (Norman James) expose’ 
of another Love-overture by MAXWELL of the 
SIGNS OF THE Tn.ES. Like the JEWS who did 
not know they were writing their own SIGNS 
OF THE TIMES « so this Adventist High-Priest 
does not know he is writing his own SIGNS 
OF THE ADVENTIST TIKES ’ H , Thi'S Love-Fest 
of the T8:25O HARLOT (See TM 265 in this 4 ' --...xva uuau gprauu.
connection. SM2:67-8^ RH A3:233. COL 179,316) could Have been given at a
- this IWvEIX "SIGNS OF THE TIKES” ’Love-fest ference 
is with the Vatican BEAST in ROKE
UOXXG VJ5J.... M x WK7 L>Z1 UUJ.U^ a J.CCU. J.V

servicefto expose this development. Now, 
shu^-Jyour eyes to it if you like - and 
Chant the Funeral Dirge: “THIS CHURCH IS 
GOING THROUGH!” but’that will hot cause 
this apparition to go away, for it is NOT 
an apparition - it is for REAL! 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

ARTHUR S. MAXWELL.
We came to the Camp Grounds at’Hope', BC in 
about 1950.-We went first off to the BOOK 
STORE' and wanted' to obtain “SPIRITUAL GIFTS”
- there' was ah extension LOUD SPEAKER and 
we heard a.very strange Cackling as some 
Speaker was Joking about.the most Foolish 
things. We had to see" just what: was going" 
on - so we went to the Auditorium and heard 
this Theological Jack-ass telling one "Joke” 
after the other and we literally saw NO ONE 
laughing at his "Jokes" at all! He was just 
Cackling and Reminiscing to himself, and 
didn’t seem to care if anyone was’laughing 
or not, as long as he had a Laugh!

This wqs the great "Maxwell" who has had 
a real Laugh on the Adventist' Church by' his 
Hiring of Translators to scour the World 
for "BED-TIME STORIES" - and then fix his 
own name' to them. Not"honest enough to ad
mit their Origin,to Idealize self.

BULLETIN-BOARD LAST-MINUTE FLIER (REPORT f 220.)

' ' MAXWELL.
A Colporteur that sold these Books for 
many years finally met the great "UNCLE 
ARTHUR” at a Camp Meeting, and Fawningly 
let the great man know of his Adoration. 
The great "ARTHUR"'looked contemptuously 
at this Serf, never said a word - turned 
his back on him and walked away. This was 
his thanks for'his many years of service 
to the Demigod. ■

We can understand now why the Lord 
permitted a Fire to burn the "BED-TIME ,~"'z 
STORY" ’press, with all the Books - to the^ 
Ground. The Staff did not know of thisj' V > 
it yas all so sudden - they came to work' 
and were met with the smell of the Ashes.

This Ogling and Elevation of Self is 
transparently obvious in every page Of ‘ <':v 
"THE OUTSTRI&HED HAND" and the envy of ’ 
"the crossed'Keys" and "the. triple Crown?’ 
"I sat closer to the Pope than any of‘the 
Cardinals... so near to His Holiness.‘i. 
Do yc/u know what his subject was? Love." 
" -Clou know, that speech of the Pope ’s .

j*a General' C6n-> t , 
Session. It might’be better than 

soma we’ve had. You know, the whole thing 
was a picture of the church loving human
ity o Now, we’ve got to adapt our thinking 
a bit. There was no condemnstion" here... 
but love, unfeigned love for everybody.. 

' ok BOf - BROTHER! " • . ' ’ ;
"MAXWELL, SIGNS'OF THE TIKES." Oh brother,', 
I’ knew I had arrived!" Oh boy! In the pre- C 
sence of the World Press, and TIME & LIFE 
and'all the rest of them!.. Oh, that was ?’ 
good’... It didn’t do the SIGNS' any harm / 
at all...(and- so on - et al - infinitum.), 

CACKLE~- -- CACKLE’ ' "" J 
"May we advertise your books, please?" 
Oh brethren,"what a day to be alive! I" ’ ’ 
never dreamed I’d live to see this day.•« 
we, as a people',, must rethink bur approach 
to these dear people. We must rethink our 
approach to bur Roman Catholic friends^.' 
How can we reject an OUTSTRETCHED HAND../ 
? How can we say that they belong"to anti
christ..;? We’ve got to love these dear 
people.;. Oh friends...we can’t condemn 
them, we can’t stamp them with the Mark 
of the Beast, What a terrible’thing we’ve 
been doing all these years!... ’ 

THE HOUR HAS STRUCK
"I think that" the time is here, 
has struck for us to REACH OUT' in loving 
tenderness towards these dear people...

\ •



__? Sure 
Alien."

IHI "PRESENT TROTH11 1968 - # 3.
"THE OUTSTRETCHED HAND" - if you receive 
this now or later - if you receive it 
with that “PRESENT TROTH11 or without ~ 
no matter. Get some to alert your loved 
ones of the Trend the Church is talcing 
as the Spirit of God is being withdrawn 
from the apostate Leaders, We will try 
to obtain an extra TOO copies to give 
away. You could ask for one.
0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
All this is a fulfillment of Prophecy'As 
we understood it and warned for over 30 
years. We knew It would come. What else 
is going to come? We hope to list, the 
Lord willing - some 20 or more “EVENTS" 
predicted by the Pen of Ellen G.White. 
Keep on our mailing List!
o—o*-o~o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

3 Days & 3 Nights.
Very good article by'Randolph Knauf t - 
“SABBATH SENTINEL" p.II. Jan. 1969.
0-0-0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0 

« p.20.

tt .

in LOVING tenderness towards these dear 
people.11 p.I4. (Yes! we think it has!)

NATIONAL ENQUIRER. Feb.9,1969.
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL addresses SDA Church 
on Sabbath with cigar in hand. March 4(?) 
1967, SDA Minister’s wife attended St.‘ 
Ambros Catholic Church at Delton, Mich, 
for “World Day of Prayer." Clipping sent 
to us from SAF NEWSLETTER.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
CBC - Oct.15,1968. LSD - Experiments on ' 
Army Volunteers. (Mostly SDA - how do other 
people look at it? How do YOU look at it?) 
"Protest meetings in England - claiming 
this was similar to Japanese Military 
Sadistic Philosophy with'callous disregard 
for Death." (Your SDA Leaders will get 
you yet! "It is time, Lord • for Thee to work for they have made void Thy Law!" ) 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

TITHE - ???
“Bring all the Tithes into the Store* 
House." Mal.3?IO» The Store-House is in 

Mal.3:I0- Heb.8t2. Matt;6:fcO,I9, 
MarkI0:2l. Luke 12’33. 18:22.

“Give not that'which is HOLY"- unto the 
DOGS’" Matt.7’6- “And all the Tithe is 

rit- HOLY unto the Lord." Lev.27:30.

SHE will reach over' the abyss to clasp hands

2- (Ruth’s notes:) THE ADVENTIST HAND! 
"Beach the hand across the abyss and clasp 
the hand of Romani sm" - "the deadly Wound 
is being healed at last" - "the Jews of Cid 
also made friends of the Romans in" the Omega 
of their Apostasy4’ - "on p.I5 Maocwell' asks: 
“...what is Truth, what is God’s will, God’s 
Message' for Today." (?) - riot a' Peep about 
the Spirit of Prophecy!"(See Brisbin 58.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

BACK TO MAXWELL:
"...this new situation. I think that a lot 
of our Preachers' are going to have to throw 
away a lot of old Sermons, Yoh and me - a " 
lot of old Sermons. I scrapped a lot of them 
already... We cannot go on Preaching* about 
these dear people like we did 30,4.0,50 years 
ago. We simply can’t do it. The facts are 
all against us... We’ve just got to get some 
new Sermons, haven51 we, Brother 
have!... This'is the crisis hour__
(As he cackled to himself. I wonder how many 
Adventists’ are going to laugh at' tills Joke? 
Read it for yourself. Send IHI at least $E.bo "A lot of SPINACH is poisonous, 
for copies to give to your Friends. Or would 
you rather they would not Khow'what is going 
bn? Or if you turn your head or are neutral, 
do you think this apparition will go away? 
The Writings warned in no uncertain terms 
that your Leaders would act: "Like men v/ho 
have lost their Reason!" TM 70, GC 607. 
“And a spiritual drunkenness will take pos
session of"them," Brisbin 27. "Going to 
Battle Creek" p.I25. "Ringleaders in Aposta
sy." T5:2I2. "I knew that the OMEGA would 
follow in a little while; and I trembled 
for our people.” B2:53. “The"great. APOSTASY 
will "devlop into DARKNESS deep as LIDNIGHT." 
COL 414. "One'thing it is CERTAIN is soon 
to be realized,- the great APOSTASY, which 
is developing and increasing and waxing 
stronger, and will cofitinue to do so until 
the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a 
Shout." 57557(202). SM 2:389. SB 4:6I.‘ 
“In amazement they'hear the Testimony that 
Babylon Is the Church, 'FALLEN because" of" 
her errors and'sins, because of her rejection Heaven, 
of the Truth sent to her from Heaven."GC 607) 21. 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—b—o—0—0—0—0 
“Protestantism will yet reach her hand a- 
cross the gulf"to grasp the hand of Spi 
ualism; SHE (see CHANGE in your'GC 588 )- 
J_ ____ _ _____  ____ __ __ __v__ __ ____ ___ . ,_r____
with'the Roman power.7.(LEFT OUT “of yOuT GC!) 
A God of LOVE is presented." I884 GC 4°5. 

MAXWELL - SDA "SIGNS OF THE TIKES."

"His WATCHMEN are BLIND, they are all "" 
DUMB DOGS’i that cannot Bark. Yea, they 
are greedy DOGS." Isa.56:10,II. DOGS 
are not found in the Heavenly Jerusalem.
Rev.22’15. Those who suppof*t a cor- "' 

the hour has struck for us to’REACH OUT From' 'rapt Organization, Church, or Lodge, 
__________ 2’__' either by their Tithes, Offerings, 
think it has!) Tract - dues or presence, are fighting 

against God!(See T5«2II.)



T,5?2II.
THE CHURCH.

Every time they see something good a- 
bout “THE CHURCH® - they seem to know 
which Church it is. But when something 
bad is said about “THE CHURCH11 - then 
all at once they do not know vMch 
Church it is J “So apostasy in THE CHURCH 
will prepare the way for the IMAGE * I

Report 4 220. THE “SUFFERINGS" (???) OF CHRIST - ??? May 17, 1969.
O-O-O—O-0—0«0-0—0-0-0—O-O-O—0-0—0—0—0-0—0-0-0-0-0<'0—0—0-0-0—0-0-0—0—0-0—0-0—0—0-0-0— 0—0 

if THEY do not Act' - 2 We have never 
heard a more Stupid doctiine of Devil si 
"Many will stand in our Pulpits with 
the Torch of False Prophecy in their 
hands, kindled “from, the Hellish Torch 
Of Satan.11 TM 409.

-THE SCARRED EARTH.
While the Pile sts of Adventism such as’ 
James of the Pacific Union College are 
sobbing great Crocodile Tears for the 
Lost Tribe of Adventists - we should 
re-call the Destruction of all Churches 
around this World - in the Flood whose 
Scars remain to this Day. The hated & 
despised "INDIVIDUAL" with his immediate 
Family - was' more important to God than 
all the World with all it’s Churches. 
“As it was in the Days of Noah - Lot - 
so shall it be.“ Will put more'FEAR 
CF GOD into the smug Church-goer and 
Priest-worshipper than any “SUFFERINGS11 
or ®TEARS IN HIS VOICE® inventions" of 
the specious Traditions of the Laodicean 
Elders that’make the Word of God of 
none-effeetc For “TEARS11 & “SUFFERINGS" 
means MERCY, But WRATH is coming - "’ 
“UNMIXED WITH MERCY." and this is the 
Message for this Last Hour. It is the 
Message of Rev. IS, We will let the 
babbling Babyioninns give us the Whore’s 
Version of “LOVE FOR ALL MEN EVERYWHERE.“ 
“Thou had st a Whore’s forehead', thou 
refusedst to be ASHAMED... Therefore 
the Showers have been withholden, and 
there hath been NO LATTER RAIN.11 
Selected from Jer. 3:3.

Tills SHAMELESS WHORE orT8:250 - 
ihinks her Love of the World (PK 187) 
will cause her Heavenly Husband to so' 
“SUFFER11 that He’ must “WAIT ABOUT" for 
her to change her Affections! Not know
ing that He will come to “Beat her with 
many stripes." And more than Beat her. 
Her Laodicean Priests and those who 
permit them to Minister unto them - 
Sr™ White wrote of this situation: 
“ALL PERISH TOGETHER" - “HERE WE SEE 
THE CHURCH.11

GRACE. -
There is a fine play between the “Grace" of 
God, which involves the “Love" of God, the 
Han of Salvation, the Pain and Loss to the 
Heart of God to’give His Own Son for a 
thankless Race.

WRATH.  ’
On the other Hand - there is the”’®Wrath" of 
God, which was manifested in times Past and 
which causes no "Suffering",for God. says He 
will "LAUGH" when their “FEAR" and Calamity 
cometh. Now how can He “Laugh" and be "Suf
fering" at the same Time?

TIME, 
There is a Time for everything. There is a" 
Time for Sorrow, and a Time to Rejoice, The 
Saints themselves "Rejoice" at the Destruc
tion of Babylono Rev.18:20,

The Saints and God “suffer" when there 
is Hope and a burden for Souls, but once the 
Sinner passes the Boundary of Hope - there 
remaineth nothing but “fiery Indignation 
The Adventist has been fed the perverted 
Diet of “Tears in His voice" not written 
by Sr, White in “STEPS TO CHRIST." We have 
the ORIGINAL - COMPLETE Book “STEPS TO CHRIST" 
printed and copyrighted by the FILMING H.’ 
REVELL COMPANY who copyrighted it in 1892. 
There are no “Tears in His voice" in that"' 
Book, Also no “God’s love for man" chapter. 
Those were both ADDED by the Doctors of the' 
Law, and such Sentimental Slush has prepared 
the way for the’ “SUFTERINGS OF CHRIST" senti
mentalism of the PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE Staff 
and General Conference Teachers of Theology. 
It is the ever-smiling Buddha of Adventism.

The Buddha-worshipping Adventist will 
not tolerate the Thought that “ALL HEAVEN 
was filled with INDIGNATIONThe thought 
that all Heaven was NOT SUFFERING - but 
“Filled with INDIGNATION11 wilVnot be toler
ated by the "Tears in His voice" Adventist. 
EW 220,228,246,275. “...look upon themselves 
with satisfaction and pleasure. Jesus and “’ 
the Angels look upon them in ANGER," EW 274. 
It is a Wonder that they SUFFER them as long 
as they do. Their tolerance will not last 
much longer. James or no’James. With their 
Hopes cast'in a Lost Cause. "Ready or not 
Ready - the Judgment will come." Christ is 
not "Waiting" for any Church to "Act." He 
will “Act" when the Mandate goes’ forth - 
and the Call goes to those in the Highways 
and Byways so'His House can be filled. He 
is not dependent on any Self-Righteous 
Laodicean Pharisees who think He must "Suffer"



THE WATERS CF THE DEEP. ' ' 
The Flood involved not only Water from 
above as the’ upper Prism-Firmament col
lapsed and fell' to Earth - but Waters 
also broke up,from the great Deep and 
the entire World was not only Scarred 
on the Surface,' but' as the very Depths 
broke up,water entered live Lime Beds, 
setting them bn Fire. Hundreds of miles 
of Lava poured forth in the Igneous Holo
caust engulfing Thousands and Millions 
of Acres to known depths of Hundreds of 
Feet in Series of Convul & Eruptions, 
It both covered Gold & Silver as well as 
Concentrated the heavy Metals of all Kindt 
in the Fiery Magma in the Heart of the

Fissures and FaMits wherever the Presfr 
sure found'a"way of Release.

The World itself reeled like a Drunk
en man - out of it’s Course. All Surveyors 
and Mining Engineers must compensate 
their Compasses to the changing of Com
pass North to True North as the Earth 
moves back to Magnetic Stability, a 
major cause of new Earthquakes yet to 
come as the Faults move again.

When Oil Companies blow in a Well -' 
Skeletons of Fish, a very fragile thihg, 
that could certainly not have survived 
"Millions” of Years, come Shooting out 
as the Well is Opened up to clear out 
the Debris. _

'The Convusioris of the Flood caused ’ 
the Fish to flee In Terror into' the Bays 
and Coves, smothering each other as they" 
Panicked as much as' a Mile deep to escape 
the Fury of the Storm, and were covered 
by a Mantle of Mud which petrified to 
Rock. Fish are the great Oil-Beds.

Not only is it a Miracle that Noah’s 
Ark survived the hurtling of Mighty Trees 
and Forest debris as cascading"Rapids 
shot them like great Arrows for-dis-' 
tances as much as a Mie as the ever*- ' 
changing Currents criss-crossed in their 
Fury, tossing Giant Trees about in a 
terrible Rampage. Then burying them to 
add more Fuel as the great Oil and Coal 
Beds testify, which will yet cause the 
very Elements to melt with' fervent Heat. 
The next Cataclysm to occur at the Comp
ing of Christ.

ABSOLUTE 23R0.
As the Earih reeled into' the Zero of 
Outer-Space, the Water firoze almost in
stantly to Depths of a Mie or more. A 
strange Blue-Ice not made anywhere*s on

2- -^220. (page 2 of second Part.)
THE IMAGE OF THE BEASTJ - - - - 

’’So apostasy in THE CHURCH will prepare’the 
way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST.” GC IM* 

Which "CHURCH” is this - ? The other 
Churches have NOT APOSTATIZED! They have' 
ALWAYS BIEN THAT WAY - ! It has to be the 
TRUE CHURCH - to Apostatize FROM the Truth!

”In the last solemn work few great men 
will be engaged... He cannot use them... 
There are precious ones now hidden... They 
have not had the Light... The MARK of the’ 
BEAST will be URGED (not Forced!)' upon us. 
Those <io have Step by Step yieldedii. will 
not find it a hard matter to yield... then' 
the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view... 
Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL Earth. Coming out through'Cracks and 
will... be as David 
of Christ APIEAR.oe

... THEN WILL THE CHURCH 
The call to this great 

and solemn work was presented to men of 
LEARNING and POSITION.’,, But they'separated 
from God, (NOT from the Church!) yielded to 
the Influence of the Woild, and the Lord 
rejected them.

REJECTED WHO - ?
"MANY had Exalted SCIENCE and lost sight of 
the God of Science... He is riot dependent ' 
(JARNES SAYS HE IS DEPENDENT!)'He'is NOT de
pendent on learned, self-important mortals... 
We are NOT'GOD:S PEOPLE unless we are"such 
entirely... THE CHURCH will be weighed in 
the Balances of the Sanctuary. If•••••••••• 
she will be found WANTING...

RINGLEADERS! "
"Those <io have been regarded as worthy and 
righteous prove to be RINGLEADERS in Aposta
sy. .. Their wicked course He will tolerate 
NO LONGER, and in His(“SUFFERINGS"-?) and 
in His WRATH He deals with THEM rzithout 
Mercy." T5s80-83,2I2.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Let’s not paint any false picture of a 
"SUFFERING” Christ - but let us consider a 
"SUFFERING CHURCH” when He commissions the 
Slaughtering Angels' to "Slay utterly" and 
"ALL perish together.” SDA Preacher in the 
Pulpit together with those who hear him. 
See for yourself if you can draw any other 
Honest conclusion, T5s2II.

THE SUFFERING OF THE EARTH."
The evidences of the Wrath of God is seen 
and known by ell Geologists, and obseivers 
of Nature everywhere. The Earth remains' 
Scarred and Torn from the Effects of the 
terrible Ravages of the Flood, which ex
pressed the Wrath of God. At the very Time 
the Preachers were extolling the “"LOVE" and 
"SUFFERING” of God! PP 96-101,104.



f

the Ground below. Grasping it with his 
Tongs, he must really give It a Wrench 
to get it free, tearing up possibly

Outer-Space of Jagged Rocks that still 
Circle the Earth and are known,' when 
they re-enter the Atmosphere and burn up, 
as "Meteors.11 Shot as but Of Great Guns 
as an Opening developed'and the tremendous 
Pressures were released.

The Geologist sees the evidence of 
Molten Metals but is generally ignorant 
of the Fact that still greater Heat turns 
the Gold and Silver into Gas - to escape 
into the Atmosphere. That is why the 

best Mines are found a ways back.

3- -220. Earth today, seen only in Great 
Ice-Bergs and Glaciers as they break away 
from their massive Beds, great Wles falling 
out of them to Testify of what* happened 6,000 two inches of earth with It. Stuck td 
years ago. The Hairy Mammals or Mammoth s' in 
the North-Pole and Siberian regioas”*found 
frozen while they stood on their feet with 
hay in their Mouths. One Mother was found 
id th her Baby standing between her Feet. 
Their Flesh is Refrigerated and sent down 
to New York to be eaten by Connoisseurs to 
this day; Timber Wolves fight over the re
mains." i Horses were found in a Barn fully 
Saddled with beautiful Silver-work bn the 
Saddles, the Saddles giving off a Resinous' 
Odor nthen brought into the Heated quarters. 

GLACIERS ???
These great Ice-Bergs, falsely called:" 
"Glaciers* by Evolutionary-oriented Geolo
gists as they con-template' the Evidence of 
the Great Ice-Fields covering the Earth like way out in a Path of least Resistance 
a Mantle and then breaking up and piling up 
Great Mountain Ranges like a Mammoth Bull- 
Bo zer as the Storms came and the Ice-Fields 
moved * ON WATER J This can be Understood. 
But comes too close to admitting the Flood 
as Recorded in the Bible. So they prefer the 
Tall Talesof the great ex panses of Ice some 
how devloping feet and’ paddle their way a- 
cross dry Land from the Praries to the 
Rockies - Hundreds"of miles, requiring a 
great Faith, indeed! "FAITH, FANATIC FAITH, 
ONCE WEDDED FAST TO SOME DEAR ^ALSE-HOOD, 
HUGS IT TO THE LAST*1 OHth ajSDogies to 
"ROME’S CHALLENGE.") With not one Christian 
writer to expose this “ICE-AGE" fallacy.

ICE-FIELDS - - - 
An Ice-Field of limited size may move down
hill, down a Mountain-side and only DCWN - 
this is known as ia Glacier. Place this same 
Ice-Field on Water, and it becomes an Ice- 
Berg. These Blue Ice-Bergs kept breaking off 
the tremendous North-Pole Ice-Cap &' wrecked 
Ships for Thousands' of Years off the Coasts 
of Labrador and Greenland, until~very recent 
Years; Even yet they are a Menace to the Sea- Explosions; even to the Shooting into 
Lanes. Still another evidence of the Wrath 
of God. ~ LAKES.

Some of these Huge Ice-Bergs Tert" 
stranded on Land as the Waters receded - ~ 
took Hundreds of Years to melt, and as the 
Mud lapped about them - leaving Great Lakes 
as Signs of their Passing.

FROST GOES ONLY DOWN." 
If an Ice-man left a Cube of Ice in the Hot 
Sun, as he goes into a Home and. does not' 
come out for an Hour or more - the Hotter 
the Sun - the Deeper the Ice will freeze to

the bottom."
Some huge Ice-Fields or stray "Glaciers1’ 

settling into place for perhaps as much 
as a Hundred Years - were later broken 
loose by the Darning and Piling up of Great 
Ice-Fields in after-Floods and'after
Storms that followed the Flood.'These 
Wrenched the Glacier loose - turning it 
into an Ice-Berg and ea^ryi^’ it along 
for Hundreds of Miles - dropping off some 
of its Load on the way - this is known as 
“Float." Which all Geologists recognize. 
Thus multiplying the Confusion.

Consider also that as the Ice-Fields 
lay and melted on Top - the Waters fou^Kt* 
in their Depths as Great Lakes found"their

f
as the Waters abated. Waters trapped in 
Higher-Levels sought their way thus to 
the Level of the Lower-Seas'.

This action also uncovered Lime-Beds 
and as the Waters poured into them from 
every Side - the Earth itself must have 
been enshrouded in a Cloud of Smoke and 
Steam for Hundreds of Years after the " 
Flood as the Elements fought each other. 
This"Wrath of God was a* terrible thing- 
to behold. Even Satan trembled. PP 99.

As great Pressures opened up huge t 
Fissures & Faults from the foot of Cali-* 
fornia to'the Top of the World in Alaska| 
this molten Magma met the Ice settling 
down, a Mile deep. This explains Iron- 
Caps or Lenses right bn -the Surface in 
the Ore-Fields, extendihg for Mies'in' ; 
some cases. (We can send you a Souvenir 
bearing $8.oo to $10. oo values per Ton, 
from a "Glory-Hole" that was a "Solid" 41 
Iron-Cap.) These “Blow-outs" were stopped 
by the massive Ice that lay above? meei> 
ing the Ice-Cold Waters there were great.



GASSS3,

The first page of Wiidh was worth the 
Sl2oOO we paid for it. That ADVENTISTS 
would go TO -the CATHOLICS (been watching

delphian Church’. "THAT PROVES IT J” said a 
Die-Hard Laodicean as we read "A WORD TO 
THE LITTLE FLOCK" with the FOOTNOTES point
ing to the SEALED I'44j>000 Saints with' "GOD- 
NEW JERUSALEM found on their Forehe'&ds 
found ONLY under PHU.ADELRIIA - Rev.3:12. 
As the FOOTNOTES show.

No wonder Laodicea refused to print 
■that Pamphlet for 25 years J And would* NEVER 
have printed it again had not a "Reform” 
Group used it to show how they had CHANGED 
the Writings* Some of which are not avail
able to this Day. White of the Vaults went 
clear over to Mokelumne' Hill, Calif, to try 
to Brow’-beat and Threaten "HEALTH RESEARCH” 
NOT to print any more of the "VERBOTEN" 
Books, especially the Magen & Spaulding 
Collection, hard now to obtain at all.

PC pulled in their clothes-lines after the 
Rain - they wereashes in their hands. Acids 
and Gasses allowed the precious Metals to 
escape, the very atmosphere'was Poisoned. 

All this Noah had to Survive. It is a' 
Miracle that they were neither FROZEN,'nor 

nor TORPEDOED with TREE’-TRUWKS, nor 
SHOT by the tremdnilsus Bombardment ’of Rocks 
shot everywhere as from great Guns.

"Jets of Water burst from the Earth with 
INDESCRIBABLE FORCE, throwing massive' ROCKS 
hundreds of feet into the Air, , -
falling, buried themselves deep in the ground CHURCH will prepare “the way for the IMAGE 
...As the violence of the Storm increased*, to the Beasts” GC 444.
TREES,’ BUILDINGS, ROCKS, and EARTH were hurledi * o-o-o-6-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

Arthur L. White sneered at the "Shoe
laces” in these "Mimeographed" Books, 
but these "Shoe-laces” will develop intb 
Cords that will Strangle the Adventists.

SOME FORMER BRETHREN - ’ 
"I saw the nominal Church and nominal 
Adventists, like Judas, would betray us 
to the Catholics to obtain their influence 
to come against the Truth. The Saints then 
will be an obscure people, LITTLE KNCWN 
to the Catholics.” Magen & Spaulding p.I. 
(Adventists are bragging that they are 

NOT "little known1’ to the Catholics hence 
they are NOT the Saints here referred to.) 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
As the Adventists mutilate the' Books, 
as the Flood of their Hatred explodes in 
the Depths of the monumental Spirit of 
Prophecy. Leaving a Wreck behind them.

But as the Geologist tries to put 
together the pieces, so do we also bring 
down the Conglomerate Altars erected to 
Willie and Arthur L. White - for us' to 
Worship, "These be thy gods - 0, Israeli"* 
say these modern Aarons* as they mold their 
Gold & Silver into their own calculations 
and worship at the Shrine of Science. To 
take advantage of the many by the Few**- 
this Junto elevate Self at the expense 
o PVT ruth. Inviolate to all who care to 
seek out the hidden Treasure• Be the Cost 
what it may. If you are not afraid to' 
Count the Cost if your Arthur L. White 
Membership Card is Lost.

He’ that worships the "Father" and 
"Mother" of the manipulators of the Law 
more than Me - is not worthy of Me. And 
shall find no Shelter from the Coming 
Storm. ' 

4- “220. When a Mountain'in Alaska blew 
it’s Top right off somewhere !s in the I9I\2 
period - the Sulphuric Acid went into the 
Clouds and when the House-wives of Vancouver, them lately - ? Seen "THE LAKE UNION 

HERALD" - Official Organ of the Lake Union 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists - 
April 22, I9&9 as the CATHOLICS ask the 
Separated SDA Brethren to set up a Booth 
in the National Catholic Educational As
sociation Conferenced "Elder Proctor 
reports,"... Also, some 200,000(Catholic) 
educators knew" that OUR PROGRAM is APPROVED 
by their Leaders." p.4. (10^) Lake Union 
Herald, Box C, Berrien Springs, Mich. 
49103. Well, Sir - ’the day of Red Riding 

and these*, in Hood is not passed I "So APOSTASY in THE

As the violence of the Storm increased*, 
\----“““““3,. ROCKS,

in every direction. The Terror of man and 
bead! was beyond description." PP 99. "All 
bore the Message of God’s Power & Glory." 
AA 572. ”...REPENTED too late.” SG 3:71. 
-...forming huge Hills & high Mountains." 
SG 3:78. "The action of Water upon the 
LIMESTONE adds fury to the intense Heat," 
and causes Earthquakes, Volcanoes and'fiery 
Issues... loud Explosions."'SG 3:79,80.
(See INDEX: Fossil, Geology. Stone, Rocks.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-o-o'-d-o-o 
It was oriL# the Hard of God that formed a 
protective Covering over His chosen ones.' 
Again it is necessary to find a Shelter from 
the Coming Storm of God’s Wrath in the Seven 
Last Plagues, Not far away.

THE EARLY VISION.
It is with this Background that we consider 
the Early Visions and the "SEAL GF GOD" that' 
will protect 144,000. No more. No less. These 
Early Visions reveal that this is the Phil a-



5- ^220. WRATH.
The Preachers do not like to deal on the 
"WRATH11 of God. - unmixed with Mercy - but' 
that is exactly the Last Message - Rev,IS.

LAUGHS. *
The Lord "LAUGHS" when their Fear cometh. 
It is th.'* HYPOCRITE that will "SUFFER" - 
not God nor His Saints.

Drawn for us from Inspiration, is a God 
providing a Great Supper, or the Midnight 
Hour Wedding, in which the hated "OUTCASTS" 
are called when the Rich and the Smug know 
not the Time of their Visitation. Then, when 
it is Forever too late - the Foolish Virgins 
"SUFFER" as they realize they are lost For
ever. As the Son has found His Bride and the 
REJOICING commences among those who knew e- 
nough to Obey the Message: "GO YE OUT ...!" 

THE TRUE PICTURE.
(1) God and Christ and all Heaven are con
cerned for the Lost, The Angels bear the 
Sad News upward that a Soul is Lost. All 
Heaven stops its Singing. Showing that they 
HAD been SINGING! (No James "Suffering" 
there 1) You cannot be’"SINGING" & "SUFFER
ING" at the same Time J The SINGING stops 
for a while. As we also in our Daily ex
perience have a Time to Mourn and a Time to 
Rejoice - there is no such thing as "ETERNAL 
TORMENT" for God! This is a Figment‘of a 
diseased Mind, Unrelated to Reality,
(2) Thon we are told of another Angel bear
ing the Great News that some Soul has won 
the Victory and has taken a Stand’ for God 
and His Truth - then you know what follows? 
•'ETERNAL SUFFERING" for God or His Angels? 
Don’t be Silly! The'Record reads that all 
Heaven "REJOICE" and then "SING"' again! Also 
we are told of the "Hours" of Worship and 
Singing, and the cause for God to Rejoice 
that the Universe" is being Prepared to get

God is not concerned about Valleys of ‘ 
Dead men’s Bones. Nor the Death of the 
Philistine Hordes - He and we are con
cerned about ONE following in the Foot
steps of another - "ONE LIGHT" shall 
light ®another" Light and THUS' the World 
will be Lighted" with His Glory. We will 
let* the Shepherd’s Rod and the Jameses 
worry about the Lost MULTITUDES in the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church!

WITH HOSANNAS ’
"When MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are 
distinguished from the TRUE, then the 
HIDDEN ONES (the "ONES" - not the CROWD!) 
the hidden ONES will be revealed to view, 
and'WITH HOSANNAS range under the Banner 
(the Drug Banner shown in T2:440 - - - ?) 
with Hosannas range under the Banner of 
Christ...THEN will the Church or Christ ' 
APPEAR (she did not appear before!) "fair 
as the Moon." (This is the one that went 
into the Wilderness but now, praise God! 
She "Appears!") T5:8I-2.

And while you are worrying about that 
OTHER -CHURCH" - it is written on the next 
page that SHE will be "WEIGHED in the 
Balances of the Sanctuary1’ and contrary 
to the regular assurances, as the Jewish 
Leaders assured their people that this 
Holy City was the only Safe place to be, 
no such IRE DESTINATION or INFALLIBILITY 
is promised in any Bible or in any Testi
monies, but rather, if she does not live 
up to the Light: "SHE WILL BE FOUND WANT
ING." That was 1882 and the ORIGINAL 
TITIE by Sr. White was "THE TESTIMONIES 
REJECTED." they changed that to'"SLIGHTED’’ 
"SLIGHTED" does not sound so bad.

• 1882 - 1903. '
But in 1903 she did not write with any 
"MAYBE” - she wrote the Church WAS FALLEN 

rid of Sin forever. * It is a carefully worked into the condition ‘Of a HARIPT’ T8:250. 
out Plan - and God re joices" that it will 1882 - 1903 - 1913.
Cleanse the Universe forever. It is therefore Then in 1913 she wrote (R&H Nov. 20,1913) 
must needs be that Sin shall’ endure for a 
Night - but JOY cometh in the Morning’. It 
is to the Joy that we look. While some look 
to some Old Church and "SUFFER ETERNAL TCR- 
MENT" because they do not see the End from 
bhe Beginning - and look to MOBS and CROWDS 
and MULTITUDES - while all Heaven "SINGS" 
and "REJOICES" at the Conversion of that 
ONE SOUL’ That INDIVIDUAL that takes"a 
Stand is more Important to Heaven and will 
let the James’s worry about some Old Fallen 
Harlot of a Church (T8:250) while the Saints 
and the Angels "SING"' and "REJOICE" as they 
see ONE SOUL come over 6n the Right Side!

1882 - 1903 - 1913. ' \
UitJil Xil xyx? HI1CJ wruw vuxn nw. 
that in the MIDNIGHT (DARKEST HOUR) that 
men of God^s appointment would "DENOUNCE" 
(the unpardonable Sin - ?) "DENOUNCE the 

UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD. "PK 
187. RH A6:382.

LIARS’ *
Your Self-righteous Leaders say anyone 
that bears such a Message is a LIAR!
That this just could not be so, no matter 
what your eyes see! So that’s it - these 
"Men of God’s appointment" are LIARS! 
Either that - or your Leaders are LIARS! 
One or the other is a LIAR! So you CHOOSE 
which one you want to Believe! In 1969.



lau:

is the same Type of'Vain & Empty promises.
FACTS. "

The Facts before our very' eyes sees this 
Ice-Cold Laodicean Glacier melting and 
rcoting itself more firmly in the Muddy

how imagine some Miracle by which' they 
will wrench themselves Free in the coming 
Storm. To float off into the Sea of Vic
tory. Even though they “DRIFT without 
Chart or'Compass.” Some power has “Cut 
the Cable” that anchored them to the Rock.

All this is ignored for the Siren 
Song of the Arthur L. Whites of the great 
“LOVE” of God for their frozen Philosophy. 
“I had my oilers - “MEET IT’" B2«56.

6- ^220. CHOOSE IE THIS DAY J 
Make your choice - do as the Disciples did, 
in the Hour of Crisis and Decision - they 
LEFT the Old Church, those who' REMAIN will 
Lie “SLAUGHTERED^ To find those very words 
speaking of this very Seventh-day Adventist 
Church - the Preacher still blasting away 
in the Pulpit - no' Church “PURIFIED” - the 
SEALING is all over, for the Slaughtering 
Angels are commissioned to "F0LLQ7® the SEAL- and in Awakening “Reform." Very easy for 
ING ANGEL - and they find the SDA Church 
and who do they start to “SLAUGHTER” - T 
That Preacher in that SDA Pulpit together 
with ALL who listen to him, including little 
Children! Yes, this is the Picture! And here 
are the’very Words: “ALL PERISH TOGETHER!” 
Ellen G, White. T5?2II.

FORNICATORS.
Speaking of this very thing - saying WHY 
these Preachers who REMAIN in the Hour Then 
the True and Last Message to them is* 
“GO YE OUT to meet Him!” - those who remain 
in the embrace c.f a spiritual HARLOT (TS:250) 
are also those who encourage the MINI-SKIRTS 
because they are “FORNICATORS” This is the 
•very same Picture of the SLAUGHTERING” as 
shwn in T5:2H. Seo TM 431-2’ 

PSYCHOLOGISTS.
While these professional Psychologists are 
trying to win Pocket-Nooks and Influence 
Silly-Women - the TRUE ’’-PEOPLE OF GOD” are 
found "Sighing and Crying” about all the 
“ABOMINATIONS” which the MINI-SKIRT-LOVERS 
do not see. And because they "ACCUSE” and 
because they "CONDEMN" and "FIND FAULT” - 
everything that Preacher says NOT to do - 
they "CRY ALOUD" about' the “ABOMINATIONS" 
and for this reason the SEALING ANGEL" places 
the Mark of PHILADELPHIA on their Foreheads 
as the ORIGINAL FOOTNOTES clearly showed. 
See "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK” p.I4 - if

"LOVE" and. “GRACE” - .
The "LOVE" and "GRACE” School, of course, 
want to “LOVE ALL MEN E^TOYWHERE” and 
want a' God who in His great Buddha Bene
volence and Hindu Faker Fatalism will 
Smile as He grahts His great understanding 
"GRACE." That is BABYLON, That is what 
makes the Word of God of non-effect. That 
is the Teaching now rampant both in Church

the SHAKESPEAREAN devotees to fall for 
THAT! FCE 93. OWE 172. "The Heart is 
deceitful above all things - who can 
know it?” Thus while they glory and wallow 
in the Mud of Babylon’s perverted version 
of “LOVE UNLIMITED" -‘by which the Multi
tudes will he Beguiled, or follow the 
“AWAKENING” and get caught in the Slip- 
Stream of the “SUFFERINGS" of Christ’ 
One as perverted as the other. (Watch 
for another Paper on that Subject - 
possibly called: “And He said unto them 

“FIRST OF ALL.........“) ’
The EVOLUTIONIST ignores the Water that 
has the Power of Floatation to elevate 
the crushing weight*of Ice above the 
Level of the Glacier.

IN THE SAKE SENSE.
The "GRACE" School that disguise them
selves behind "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" 
really meaning "ME-MY RIGHTEOUSNESS® and 
wallow in the Hot Bath of God’s “LOVE" 
and the “GRACE" that will “DO IT ALL." 
So they have nothing further to do but 
“WAIT ABOUT" in the Dream of this new 
and yet old - ABSOLUTION FC® SIN’ Which 
Doctrine built and maintains the Big 
Catholic Church'. The Waters of Works are 
left out and forgotten. The Evidence of 
the Wrath of God is defined as~Natural 
Phenomena. The Evolution of the Adventist 

you can stand to leave that “GREAT MULTITUDE" Church - if you but give it enough TIME- 
for a little while. TM 42,6. T5:474-5. “Them 
that are ESCAPED of Israel" - “the REMNANT." 
Also called the 144?000 with the MARK bn 
their Foreheads of PHILADELPHIA. T5:Z-75-6.
I believe there are 200 References that show 
PHILADELPHIA to be the LAST CHURCH that comes Sea of Babylonish Tradition - yet some- 
just before the FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH.'Here 
is a good one - (the Bock opened up for me 
on this Page) - AA 588. “And for those vho 
in the midst of conflict should' maintaih 
their faith (no promise to be relieved from 
-’Conflict" but maintain your Faith in the 
MIDST of Conflict) ...the Prophet was given 
the words of commendation and promise:”IM 
know thy Works: behold, I have set before' 
thee an OPEN DOOR (PHILADELPHIA’)” AA 58S.



$p ISLANDS of BONES 
ong still “being

will do it all. Aggin^sge

7- ^220. MEET THE LAODICEAN ICE-BERG.’ 
T ike the Geologists that ignore the Sea- 
Shells on the Highest Mountains anywhere in 
the World? and c 
end Ivory*-Tusks' 
Ha-r; sated with Bulldotsers and giant Cranes 
in SIBERIA - for the IVORY. The evidence of 
the WRATH of God.

Rev. IS.
Rev. 18 promises us, not Love - but the 
WRATH of God again if we lose our" First Love 
and develop a perverted “love11 for the World, Noah’s Programme 
which is Enmity with God.

SEPARATION is the only Remedy, as it was 
in the Days df Noah, Lot, Christ, and the 
Disciples, in Luther’s Reformation and again 
in 1844 and so to the End. The most Glorious

- “GO YE OUT to meet HimJ“
OUT of the Holy City of ®Jerusalem.” Or 

else suffer their Fate. Not one Stone shall 
remain on another in that man-made Temple. 
KTrust ye not in lying words saying,“The 
Temple of the Lord, the Temple of the Lord” 
are these.® (or are “WE® - “both designations 
are used and condemned in the Testimonies. 
Since the Temple in'•“MY FIRST VISION® bore 
the NAMES of the 144,000 - we believe this 
is a CONDEMNATION of the Teaching that the 
Adventists make up the 144, OOO.'”TRUST YE 
NOT IN LYING WORDS....”) “He dwelldih NOT 
in Tempies made with hands.® This is the 
Vision as the Light shines on us as it did 
for Steven - from Heaven, and for which they 
would also Stone us.

THIS HOLY CITY!
Even the Disciples were caught up’ with’ the 
Cry - “THIS HOLY CITY.’® This great Church! 
These great Leaders! They will go out and 
give the Loud Cry and 'be Victorious over the 
Romans. We shall see. We shall gather in 
an “INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE.» (That we do not 
deny - but what Kind - ?) 

" ’ A MIRAGE.*.
The Gold and Silver have dissipated into a 
great Cloud of Gas, Acids, and Steam - into 
the Atmosphere - while the solid-to-earth 
Evidence of the Writings is to the “ESCAPED 
of Zion” - to the “DAUGHTER of Jerusalem.” 

But be Blind, ignore~Facts - dream on 
Laodicea - to “be Awakened only by the Wrath 
of God. The Choice is yours.

And now to the Hardest of all Subjects 
to explain. Merely because the Traditions 
of the Evolutionists that think the Church 
is going to get Better and Better. Failing 
•to see it getting Worse and Worse •

“Evil men and Seducers (Mini-Skirters) 
shall wax Worse and Worse.® 

DREAMING ON.
Let us go back to the Beginning to get 
the True Picture.
(1) We are Lost.
(2) There is only one“Ray of Hope in a 
Sea of Wrath. Find the True Ark of Truth. 
The only Way of Escape.
(3) It took a Life-Time to Build. 120 yrs. 
“Instantaneous Conversion® was no part of

(4) Again - “Sanctification is the Work” 
of" a Life-Time.® The Devil wants neither 
the “Work® nor the “Life-Time.® So he gets 
people excited about ®I AM SAVED® at Baby
lonia11 Instananeous Sanctification® Halls.

Message to Seventh-day Adventists is the only And “Faith without Works® or “By Faith 
Message of Hope for them in the Midnight Hour alone® - the “very words of the Devil as 

found in GC 471, and in the Adventist 
Pulpit - adopted from Billy Graham. 

CONVERSION.
The “Grace® School of Babylon, or the 
“Christ Our Righteousness® School of La
odicea (the same thing - different words- 
arrive at the same Conclusion) - in which 
the “Love® and “Mercy® of God not only 
Forgives" our past Sins - but Overlooks 
our present Sins. A Grand Delusion.

THE BROAD WAY. " V
Hence Salvation is Simple - and many, even 
“Innumerable Multitudes® go in thereat. 
It is not Hard to' find. Billy Graham will 
Sell it to you, or Oral Roberts, or a "' 
Host of other Merchants of Babylon?- or, 
if you prefer - you can buy it from the 
Peases, the Coons, the Heppenstalls, the 
Roy A.~ Andersons, the Leroy Frooms,’ who 
Imported it from Babylon & Company. It is 
the Siren Song of ®rAM SAVED.” *

The very Opposite of the Third Angel rs 
Message - “Fear God and give Glory to Him 
for the Hour of Hi's Judgment is come'.® 
But they prefer the Hour of their Judgment.

SPIRITUALISM. 
“SPIRITUALISM teaches...“Each mind'will 
judge itself and not another.® “The judg
ment will be right, because it is the 
judgment of'‘self... The Throne is within 
you.“ GC 554.

DEVIL-LED. " 
GC 464 declares the Devil-led Movements 
will indeed be in the Majority and they 
will verily imagi'ne ’that they are having 
a wonderful “Experience® in the things 
of God - like you can find on the Front 
Page of the R&H. May 29, '1969. “Love® 
- - - - - -



appreciates Like, and like becomes like
to Walk and Talk?’There has not been one 
since the World began. All must Stumblef

Stronger as Time goes on. Cease making " 
the Mistakes of Yesterday. Have Faith and 
Doubt hot that you will be Stronger - 
Tommorrow. But sufficient unto the Day is 
the Evil thereof . Thus a Child grows in 
Grace. Thus we are to grow in Grace.

ADD.
It is for this Beason that we are to ADD" 
to our Faith. ADD what - ? Well - knowledge 
for one thing. Faith, then - is NOT “Ar- 
LONSp1 Not if you ADD something. And with 
KNCWLEDGE you’learn more of GODLINESS & 
devlop VIRTUE.

SMOKING.
As long as a man will' continue to Smokey 
he will remain FILTHY. Will he stop over* 
night - ? Not likely. Not at all. He may 
STOP all at once as far as men may see * 
but he did not“piek up the KNCWLEDGE to*’ ‘ 
gether with the DETERMINATION - overnight. 
This took TIME. Slowly he began to ques-" ' 
tion the Propriety of continuing to-Smoke'. 
Slowly he devloped Strength of Mind, Win, 
and Character to decide why NOT to Smoke. 
Slowly he Strengthened his Will & Pro
pensities to overcome~Smoking. And it"’ 
may appear to be Sudden to an Outsider, 
but if was a PROCESS! All who have ever 
Conquered any Habit at all - know this. 
With TIME yott learn that Sin bears’ its 
CONSEQUENCES. You see the'Smoker drop " 
Dead with a “Heart>attack.“ You see the 
Harlot pick up a Venereal Disease. You 
learn of the Ravages of Sin in Society-" 
the Effects to Body and Mind. You recoil 
from the Subject - you develop the Strength 
of Character to Crush"the Serpent under” * 
your Heel • When you develop HATRED -“then, 
and not till then - have you Overcome.

HATRED.

... But let no one attempt’ to BEGIN at the 
TOP of the Ladder. Let everyone START at the 
LOWEST ROUND, and mount Step by Step... "" 
This is the ONLY WAY to advance" Heavenward.11 
o—o—o—o—o—o FCE 304-5,

THE BELL.
But the Bell they clang is the “NO-WORKS11.’’ ; 
Doctflne that Sr. White’fought from the Be
ginning of the Movement. “NO-WORKS0 - “ONLY 
BELIEVE and the Blessing is yours”' - "NcT 
further EFFORT is supposed'to be requited•“ 
0—0—0—0—0—0 REASONABLE, GC 471.
The Truth is Reasonable. Sb let us Reason 
together. Does a Child"learn overnight_how

1 . 29, 1969. “Like attracts Like, and like 
Fall, Pick themselves up - get Strenger and appreciates Like, and like becomes like

• » Like.

S- /2220. It is the Song and Dance of the’ 
Ecumenical Movement. The Whore of Rev.IS. 
It is the same Mental Condition.

UNPREPARED, ” ’
“I AM SAVED’1... They are UNPREPARED... Our 
only Safety is in constant DISTRUST of Self, 
... There is nothing so offensive to God, 
or so dangerous to the human soul, as Pride 
and Self-sufficiency. Of all SINS it is the 
most HOPELESS,' the most INCURABLE.11 COL I55i 
o-o-o-o-o-o 154.
11.. e who are willing to believe that their 
Condition is FAR BETTER than it really is, 
will come up to the Time“of the Fallihg"of 
the ELagueB, and then see that’ they needed 
to be Hewed and Squared for the Building. 
But there will be no Time then“to’do it, and 
no Mediator..". We should', therefore,’ be 
drawing nearer and nearer to the Lord, and 
'be earnestly seeking that PREPARATION neces
sary to enable vs to STAND in the BATTLE in 
the DAY of the LORD.11 W 71. 

“I AM SAVED’"
’’■FLATTERY is an Art by which Satan lieth in 
wait to deceive and to puff up the human 
agent with high ‘thoughts of Self, “Beware 
lest any man spoil you through Philosophy 
and Vain deceit..Through FLATTERY poor 
human beings, full of frailty and infirmi
ties, come to think that they are efficient 
and WORTHY, and become PUFFED UP in their 
fleshly mind... FLATTERY, No one is"author- 
ized to deal out to the soul this delusive 
intoxicant of Satan. Rather he is to be " 
pointed to the FIRST ROUNDS of the Ladder, 
and his stumbling feet are to"be placed on 
the LOWEST ROUND of the Ladder of progress. 
... Let the erring one be encouraged to 
climb Step by Step, Round by,Round, The 
EFFORT may be painful to him, but" it’will" 
be’^y far the best Lesson he has ever learned This word is not"in the Vocabulary“of 

the inexperienced Modern Effeminite 
Preacher, The Great Whore of Rev. IS has 
given him to Drink bf her Wine-Cup of 
“Love11 and “Charity,11 Together with Ecu
menical and Physical “Unity.0

SEPARATION. " 
While the Caste Virgin Church separates . 
herself from men and‘the Influence of 
the"Harlot Household. She knows that 
“Birds of a Feather flock together.0 She 
is not Fooled into Ecumenical or any other 
UNITY with the GREAT CATHOLIC BLOODY 
WHORE who has not changed - but ‘the R&H 
has CHANGED to sing their Song of Triumph 
with the 'GREAT WHORE - R&H. p.I5-6. May



is represented by the Iron and the Clay, They have invested their Strength in Politics, and have united with the Papacy." (Extracts from MSS, April 22,1899, See SDA Commentaries.) Brisbin Book p.58. Will the Lovers of Loadicea vho think they have such great'" "Influence” at Court - write and ask the Black Vaults - not ASK - but DEMAND them to release the PEST of this Testimony - ? Is not a Vision of the Lord for ATX' the people - ? Or is this a Secret Society T Or would this destroy your “Faith” in the Papacy-Lovers Union in the Image - ?O—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—0—O— 0— O—0—0—O—0—o—o—o—o— o—o "So Apostasy in THE CHURCH will prepare'the way for the IMAGE to the Beast,” GC 444* 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

- ’ ■ > • 

above." GC 506. RH A5t2?5. SM I»254. 
O—O—O—O—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—6—O—O—O—0—O—O—QrO EXPERIENCE, 
Experience teaches that a Harlot and the

3 , even more so than the Decent' • Segment of Society. It is a Party-Face. It is put-on. It is Hypocrisy, It is ' the Scum of Society that Bows, Scrapes, and Agrees. Which the Honest & Respect^ 
able will not do. And which Separate them on the Instant. “Have no Company with them - but rather Rebuke them.” Let a Girl laugh at every Joke the Boys tell, let her Smile at them no matter what they Say, and she will soon~have them Swarming around her like Be6s to a Honey-Pot. Every Girl knows this.Every Girl also knows that if she lets it be known that rihe is NOT available, and gives them a Slap or a Sndb to put them in their Place - they will soon* "In the closing work of God in the earth * Scatter and look for ahdther Light around ... in the Hour of greatest Peril,'the God of Elijah will raise up human ihstfumenta- lities that will not be Silenced... ’the voice of stem Rebuke will be heard. Boldly will men of God’s appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD.” 187. o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—a—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o "THE WORLD must not be introduced' into THE CHURCH, and married to THE CHURCH, forming a bond of Unity. Through" this" means THE CHURCH will become indeed corrupt, and as stated in Revelation,'“a Cage' of every' tin- clean and hateful bird.” TM 265. A3:233» 

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
"Thousands upon Thousands will listen who have never heard words like these. In a- maaement they hear the Testimony that BABYLON is THE CHURCH - fallen because of her

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
GRACE - LOVE OR HATRED?

"It is GRACE’ that Christ implants in the 
Soul vhich creates ENMITY against Satan. 
Without this converting GRACE and renewing 
PCWER, man would continue' the captive of 
Sataft, a servant ever ready to dd“his bid
ding. But the NEW Principle in’the Soul 
creates CONFLICT where hjjfearto had been 
Peace. The POWER ^hich ChfCst IMPARTS, en
ables man to RESIST the Tyrant & Usurper. 
Whoever is seek to ABHOR sin instead of LIV
ING it, whoever RESISTS and CONQUERS those o-o-o-o-o-o' " 
PASSIONS that have held sway within, displays This was to the Church-Member, 
the operation of a Principle wholly from This was to his own Church,

which the Moths cluster, 
THE WORTH-WHILE BOY. ’ ’

Only the" Decent Boy will remain and be ' 
attracted to this Decent Girl .' He knows, 
however - that this will not be an "In- 
stananeous Conversion.” Real Conversion 
and lasting Love never is. It is the False 
that is Impulsive and needs to Demonstrate 
itself before men in Church or on Stage, 
"I AM IN LOVE” - “I AM SAVED I" Thd’Song 
of the Show-off and the Empty-head, The 
Vain Philosophy now sweeping the World,' 
Daniel, the man of God, began his Prayer: 
not ther Prayer of the Self-righteous 
Pharisee - but "We have Sinned.""And 
"Righteousness” belongeth to Thee, 

NO PSYCHOLOGY,
< One* of the Great Apostles began his 

Errors & Sihs, because of her Rejection of ' Sermon without a Speck of "Psychology,” 
THE TRUTH sent to her from Heaven.” GC 606-7. His opening words were: “Ye Adulterers 

and Adulteresses, know ye not that the 
Friendship of the World" is ENMITY with"" 
God?‘whdsoever therefore (all "Multitude" 
believers) will be a Friend of the'World ' 
IS the ENEMY of God.., Cleanse your hands, 
ye Sinners; and. purify youf Hearts, ye' 
Double-minded. Be afflicted, and fnoiirn, 
and" weep: let your laughter be turned to 
mourning, and your joy to heaviness. 
(Since when did you hear a Sermon like" 
this???) HUMBLE yourselves in the Sight 
of the Lord, and he shall lift you up;” 

'James 4:4,

9- ^220. "WE ARE THE CLAY.”
"L’e have come to a time when God’s sacred 
work is represented by the feet of the Image 
in vhich the Iron is mixed with miry Clay, 
The MINGLING of Church-craft and State-craft Beer-Slinger can be Gracious, Kind, Polite 
is represented by the Iron and the Clay. Considerate



UNAUTHENTICATED REPORTS/ 
In 1946 - the "Louise Kleusers" or the 
"Bessie I'founts" - or some Other Zealot 
in collusion with Arthur L. White and'the*' 
“White Trustees" Or the General Conference, 
or both - violated this very Principle. 

Being so anxious to lay their hands 
on ANY Statement to build up the Bright 
Visions and deluded Hopes of the Taylor 
Bunches, A.G .Daniells, and Houteff and 
Company' - under “THE MESSAGE TRIUMPHANT" 
on p.693 of the fabricated Book called 
“EVANGELISM" purported to be by "Ellen G. 
White" - and accepted without question 
by the common Rabble • 

THE BOURDEAU RUMOR. " ' 
It is an established and accepted Fact 
that when a Quotation is given, and this 
is from an "MftSa - or from any Book or 
Publication - this is a DIRECT and fully 
Authorized EGW Quotation.

But they'could find ho such Quotation 
to suit their Over-heated Enthulsiasm - 
(and we wonder how many of those very 
"convenient Quotations" they seem to find 
any time a need arises, that is like this 
one.) QUOTED in Ev. 693.

QUOTED in Welfare Ministry 101. 
QUOTED in Colporteur M. 151.

QUOTED 10,000 times in the Church 
Magazines, Publications, Books, all based 
on a "BOURDEAU RUMOR."

THE RUMOR. ' *
“More than 1,000 will soon be converted 
in one day." R&H. Nov.10,1885.Al *564. 
o-o-c-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o 
It is down-right dishonest to give such 
a Reference WITHOUT saying it is BOURDEAU. 
"No after suppositions, CONTRARY to the 
Light God has given, are to be entertained. 
... One will arise, and still another, 
with NEW LIGHT which CONTRADICTS THE LIGHT 
that God has given." CW&E. 31,32.
O—O—O—0—o—o—o—o—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—0*0—0—0—o 

WHO IS THIS BOURDEAU - ?
He is the man that ORIGINATED much of the ' 
“ARMAGEDDON" ideas that URIAH SMITH grabbec 
up and gave prominent R&H place and then 
Copy-Catted into his Books.

This impulsive (Frenchman?)' passed ’off 
what he wanted to hear that "Sr. White 
said." Pounced on by the "INNUMERABLE 
MULTITUDE" Clan as the Hottest thing 5ff 
the R&H Griddle. In Collusion with the 
General Conference. You can prove for 
yourself that this is only a "RUMOR" by 
looking into the R&H ARTICLE' Books how 
available to anyone. RH AI:$64. 1885.

I Cl. “220. This was to his own Followers. 
This was the Truth.

o—o—o—o—o—0—b-Oi'O“ o-o«b-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o 
Catch a Modern Preacher to use that for an 
Opener. Much nicer to tell the Itching Ears 
that : "You belong to the ONLY Church! Yoii 
are the ONLY people thAt God has on Earth. 
To you belongs the Prerogative to give the 
Loud Cry! Soon, soon - we are going Home!" 

That was the exact Song' and Dance of;
the Jews - just before their Destruction. 

FALSE REFORMATION".
It is the Song and Dance of the AW AICCNERS'. 
and the False Reformation that "has gone from 
"Bad to Worse." IT 22. RH AI:9. T5:69O.

AS BLACK AS EVER.
“If their hearts could be seen, they would 
appear as Black as ever." (same.)
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O'»o<»o—o—o«dO—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE. *'_ 
Anyone who knows anything about Overcoming 
and real Conversion - learning to Hate what 
you once Loved ' learning to Love' what you 
once Hated 6r Ignored, such people id th'ex
perience in the things of God - will not be 
looking for any "Innumerable Multitudes 
that' no man can Number" to go through’ that 
Experience in any "Instantaneous Sanctifi- 

' cation" - the Teaching of the Devil-lBd Move
ments as exposed in GG £71.
0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—q—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 

THE MANUFACTURED TEST III) NY.'
Sr. White said not to go by'"Rumours" of 
©hat she had said, no matter by whom they 
come. This was written at a Time when many 
f‘Rumours" were flying as to what she'had 
endorsed or what she'had. not endorsed. Some* 
did not come to her direct -"but' went to her 
Helpers,"or to the Conference'President, or 
to Willie White;-which caused her much Pain 
and Trouble’to straighten the Rumours out.

Of such were the writings of Kellogg 
and his "Living Temple" Teachings which' she 
said would be Revived in the Time of the 
"Omega of Apostasy" and which we now see in 
the Brinsmead-James Carbusal. Which the 
people thought was Wonderful, and "according 
to the Testimonies." The same with the pur
ported "Visions" of Anna Rice"Phillips.

Finally in 1889 she sounded this Warning: 
"And now to all who have a desire for Truth 

’ I would say: Do not give credence to'unau-' 
thenticated reports as to’ what Sister White 
has done or said or written. If you desire 
to* know, what the Lord has revealed through 
her, READ HER PUBLISHED WORKS...do not eager* 
ly catch up' and report. RUMORS as to what ; 
she has said." T5:696. SoP-TC 68,



AS THE SCROLL UNROLLS.
As the Scroll' unrolls and as History is 
being Repeated as the Korah, Dathans, and 
Abtrams together with the 250 Princes of

was Stronger than all that’«i and THIS is 
the TRUTH of PENTECOST -HI ‘ — 

That when that came - oriLy~l2fi were 
LEFT * m It is just about the REVERSE of 
vr>hat your Preachers tell you._ 
o-o*-o-o-o-o-o-o-o«o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o«o-o-o-o ‘ of Worldly prosperity and HONOR, but" DARK 
But if you must go along with the over-heated with the Tempests of human HATRED and

Satanic WRATH... We are now standing"on 
the Threshold of great and solemn"events. 
A Crisis'is before"us, such “as'the World 
has never witnessed.” MB 174-5.

‘‘Those who endeavor to obey all the ’ 
Commandments will be OPPOSED & DERIDED..." 
NONE but those who have fortified the mind 
with the Truths of the Bible will STAND' *' 
through the last great CONFLICT.” GC 593-4.

' “Satan is constantly endeavoring to 
attract attention to MAN in the place of 
God. He leads men to look to BISHOPS, to 

PASTORS, to PROFESSORS of Theology, as 
nough to be informed that this second “PENTI- their guides, INSTEAD of searching the 
COST” or call it the “LATTER RAIN” or the 
“LOUD CRY” - will be “CONTRARY to any human 
Planning” and the Numbers at the very Time 
the Spirit is poured out - will' “LESSEN

This is CONTRARY to all your THINKING - 
isn’t it - 7 And CONTRARY to all the Teach
ing you have ever heard! It is also CONTRARY 
to what you WANT to Believe - but do you 
Think you can be Saved — “BELIEVING A LIE?” 
All LIARS and all who believe a LIE - will 
be cast into the Lake of Fire, which is the 
Second Death from which there is no Resur
rection.

This Truth, this basic Truth - that the 
Spirit of God will only “MADDEN” those" who 
Oppose it - only “MADDEN” the SDA Leaders, 
as it did the “Jewish Leaders. GC 607, 614. 
PP 99,77. AA 40. DA 271,537; They vail act 
like men who have lost their Reason. TM $6, 
70. T5?80. SG 3:248. NL 93.

And this is exactly that thing that we 
have been talking about - it will be' “CONT
RARY to any human-planning." TM 300,507.

II- ^220. PENTECOST.
Some people go into great Ecstasies about 
“PENTECOST.” They imagine what it was. But 
it is a Zeal not according to Knowledge.
Had they ADDED to their FAITH some KNCWIjEDGE- Renown take over the Church - it is about 

Time for the Ground to open up. “When 
they (SDA LEADERS) shall say Peace and’ 
Safety, “then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh.” 
TM 233,407. This at a Time when words of 
“ADULATION” are heard. “RELIEF OF THE 
SCHOOLS” p.I5.

THE PATH.
If you look for MULTITUDES - you must 
follow MULTITUDES and Teach to suit their

IMAGINATIONS of the SHEPHERD’S RODS now 
being Re-Grouped Jider the’ “AWAKENING”' - 
and all of them looking for this wonderful 
Old Church to" start Loving the Lord better 
than the World and bring in that fabulous 
“MULTITUDE” - then just what do you do with 
the BIBIE where it says it will be “AS IT 
WAS” in the Days of "NOAH” and "LOT” when 
NO CHURCH accepted the Truth nor walked 
INTO the ARK - nor OUT of SODOM - nor OUT 
of Old JERUSALEM - so why are you looking 
for the IMPOSSIBLE to happen NOT- ?

And if you could just be held long e-

they would have known that IN SPITE of the 
MIRACLES of the RESURRECTION - IN SPITE of 
the DEAD being raised to LIFE and Testify
ing through the City - IN SPITE of the 
MIRACLES the Apostles could perform - IN 
SPITE of the 500 Witnesses at the ASCENJSION- 
the RESURRECTED DEAD going up with" Him - 

IN SPITE of all that - the hold that 
the Old Jewish Church-Leaders had on them -

Itching Ears - without which you will 
NEVER win any MULTITUDES.

“The" Saviour beheld the years that 
stretched out before His dsciples, not, 
as they’ had Dreamed, lying in the Sunshine

Scriptures to learn their Duty FOR THELU 
SELVES.'Then, by controlling the iM.nds 
of these LEADERS, he can influence the’. 
MULTITUDES according to his will.” 595.

~~ 'THE’PATH.
Do you remember the Path - ? Do you re
member what was on that Path after they ‘ 
dropped' the Wagon-Movements and the Riders 
on Horses and they finally went on Foot? 
Do you remember that Picture - ? Then 
tell us what you saw - ! You saw “NONE 
can walk this Path and carry with them 
their burdens of Pride, Self-will,‘Deceit, 
Falsehood, Dishonesty, Passion, and the 
Carnal Lusts. The Path is so narrow that 
these things will have to be left'‘behind. , 
by those who walk in it...” T4«364.

" How" many will do this? How many will 
Overcome? “Innumerable MULTITUDES that 
no man can Number?”"Don’t be SillypEx- 
change that Shepherd’s Rod-Brirismead” 
Vision for the Truth! “Christ declares 
that..."As the people iri"Noah’s day.•• 
When the PROFESSED people of God are



DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN... If you Mee - 
no -special EFFORT to AROUSE... these Golden 
moments will soon pass, and you will "be 
weighed in the Balance and found wanting. 
THEN your agonizing' cries will be of no 
avail... For the turning away of the Simple

shall be quiet from fear of evil.u... 
A day of heart-rendering anquish is before 
US. I was shown that pointed Testimonies 
should be borne (to the Mini-Skirt-Lovers) 
... to the Daughters of Zion who had 
thought only of APPEARANCE and DISPLAY. 
Read verse 25: "They men shall Tall by~ if ...
I was shown that this Scripture will be 
strictly fulfilled. Young men and women 
PROFESSING.-. . Will be brought LCW in the 
DUST." 11:261-4,269,270.

WHO WILL ESCAPE?
Those who fled the Church - JERUSALEM - 

He can break the power of* the Hated at certain SIGNS. NOT ONE OF THEM lost 
their lives1 Do you imagine that this " 
was a "fOLTITUDE that no man can Number?* 
The Saints are NUMBERED - and they come 
out of ALL denoini-NATIONS and the NUMBER 
from all the World'Is 144,000 even if 

they could not endure the thought your ambitious Leaders do not now want to 
believe any' part of this and would see 
*ny Preacher FIRED who would Preach this 
basic Adventist Truth! The Truth of the 
FIRST and most important VISIONS.

"If you would climb the PATH of 
spiritual life... You must go with the 
FEWj for the MULTITUDE will choose the 
downward PATH." MB 197.'

' BEWARE OF THEM. ~ "
"Teachers of FALSEHOOD will arise to draw 
you from the NARRCW Path and the STRAIT 
Gate. BEWARE OF THEM; though cohcealed 
in Sheep’s clothing, inwardly they are 
RAVENING WOLVES." MB 208.

THESE RAVENING WOLVES - 
will tall you that the 144,000 are Luke
warm Laodiceans. But the Early Visions 
said plainly and unmistakably that: 

"GO YE OUT - HI"
"They had a bright LIGHT set up behind 
them at the BEGINNING of the PATH, which' 
and Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY..;
The LIVING Saints, 144,000 in NUMBER... 
On their foreheads was'written, God, 
New Jerusalem..."(found ONLY in“the 
Bible under PHILADELPHIA!) EW 14-5.

12- -220. ' THE'BRIGHT BISIOF. Satan..', knows that if they Sleep a~llttle
"When the professed people of God are UNITING longer he is SURE of them, for their" 
with the World, living as they live, and 
joining with them in forbidden pleasure; 
when the luxury of the World becomes the 
luxury of the Church; when the marriage 
bells are chiming, and all'are looking for
ward to many years of Worldly prosperity, - 
then, SUDDENLY as the lightening flashes * shall SLAY them,' and the prosperity of 
from the Heavens,'will come the END of their FOOTS shall destroy them'. But whoso heart- 
bright Visions and delusive Hopes." GC 338-9. eneth unto Me shall dwell safely, and 

LIKE THE JEWS. ' ~ '
"The Saviour knew!..' that SEW'would receive 
Him as their Redeemer... Their long-cheiish- 
ed HOPES, based oh a POPULAR DELUSION, were 
to be disappointed'in a most painful and 
humiliating mannerIt was painful to 
Jesus that their conceptions of His Kingdom 
were, to so great a degree, limited to WORLD- the Sword, and thy mighty in the WAR. 
LT AGGRANDIZEMENT and HONOR... LOVE of HONOR 
had BLINDED them,.. Thus the Disciples rea
soned, until they brought upon" themselves 
great spiritual DARKNESS." DA 379-80.

“ * DELUSIVE HOPES/" 
"Thd HOPES of the people rise HIGHER and 
HIGHER...
Romans. He can deliver' Judah and Jerusalem. 
He can heal the Soldiers... The Disciples 
UNITE with the MULTITUDE... Let the arrogant 
Priests and Rulers be FORCED'to honor Him,,. 
The Disciples had long looked for a POPULAR 
MOVEMENT.., 
that all this ENTHUSIASM should come to 
NOTHING... MULTITUDES who desired to exalt ~ 
Him to .the Throne to-day, ("MULTITUDES before 
the Throne!") would turn from Him to-morrow. 
The DISAPPOINTMENT of their SELFISH' AIBITION 
would turn their Love to HATRED, and thelS1 
Praise to CURSES.'.'. Of those now'connected 
with Him, there were many who had been at
tracted by the H0IE of a WORLDLY KINGDOM. 
These must be UNDECEIVED... And this new 
Revelation would bring with it a closer 
TEST... the BRIGHT PICTURE of what Jerusa
lem MIGHT have been fades from the Saviour’s 
sight. He'realizes that she now is.,.'~bear- 
ing the frown of God, DOOMED to His retri
butive JUDGMENT... and shall lay thee even 
with the GROUND." DA 378,383,577. 

BRIGHT ADVENTIST VISIONS.
"There are fearful WOES for those who Preach 
the Truth, but are not Sanctified by it,' 
AND ALSO FOR THOSE who consent to receive 
and maintain the Unsanctified to MINISTER 
to them in word & doctrine... What shall I 
say to AROUSE (the REAL "AWAKENING" Message!) 
AROUSE the Remnant people of God? I was 
shown that DREADFUL SCENES are BEFORE US..,



(Church) Jewish economy‘could be CRITICISED

13- ^220. THE LITTLE FLOCK. ' ' 
" • . • and we LEFT the Horses (not carried 
about by Institutions, Organizations, 'Ma
chinery.) and we LEFT the Horses and went 
on Foot, in SINGLE file', one following in 
the Footsteps of anothereu T2.'595.

(isn’t it a 'great Sin - Adventist - 
according to your Preachers - 'to be a "ONE" 
following in the Footstops of another “ONE11 
" and not the Leader of some "GREAT MULTI
TUDE" - ? But here is the Way to be Saved - 
as it always has been: INDIVIDUALLY!) 
o*o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—d—o—d—d—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Do you value the above StatementT" 
THE CHURCH-LEADERS kept the people OUT of 
the Safety of the Ark. 
THE CHURCH-LEADERS kept the people IN the 
Cities of Sodom, Gonrrrah, and Jerusalem; 
They DIED there in Hordes, by Multitudes. 
THE CHURCH-LEADERS won the Multitudes~- 
to Perditions Are we going to make the same 
mistake and. follow the CHURCH-LEADERS? 
THE CHURCH-LEADERS in the’ days of Luther/' 
and every other Age - have always been the 
greatest Stumbling-Block' to Salvation, 
"And what I say unto you, I say unto all: 
BEWARE BEW0KE of the Leaven’of the 
E4ARISEES - the CHURCH-LEADERS!
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Now read again that quotation above - which 
is the Heart and Soul of "Justification by 
Faith" - "ONE" followed another'"ONE"‘and 
that was the Way they found Salvation, 
yONE following in the footsteps of another.' 
o*o-o^o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-d T2:$95• 
To the Institutionalized Adventist - THAT 
is the Unpardonable SIN J But some will still by any CRAZY ENTHUSIAST." RH A4*2&9. 
sit at the Gate and say: "Trust ye not in 
lying words, saying - "The Temple of the 
Lord, the Temple of the Lord, are HE." 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

THE BLESSED CHURCH -
or

- THE BLES®D INDIVIDUAL ?.............
Puffed up in their vain Imaginations and in 
their fleshly Kinds - the Adventist Leaders 
have openly and repeatedly’denied "IH FIRST 
VISION" - READ every reference to that FIRST Way of the Lord 
VISION - and what do you find - ?
(1) THE OPEN DOOR CHURCH - PHILADT3LRHIA.
(2) THE 144,000 out of all the World."A 

LITERAL NUMBER, 12,000 from each‘Tribe - * 
who are these Tribes? Will 12,000 be Saved 
from the Tribe of Laodicea? f doubt it, I 
think it will have to take the COMBINATION 
of CHURCH and OUTCASTS to make up I2,OOCT. 
And at the last - ALL will be OUTCASTS from

ZEAL FOR GOD - SDA.
"ORGANIZATIONS, Institutions, unless kept 
by'the Power of God, WILL work under Satan’r 
dictation to bring men under the control*' 
of men; and fraud and guile wild, bear the 
semblance of ZEAL FOR TRUTH and for the" ‘" 
advancement of the Kingdom of God." TH 366.

IN OUR INSTITUTIONS. '
"All who Occupy POSITIONS in our Insti
tutions... If they FAIL of keeping the

, ANOTHER SPIRIT will CON
TROL the MIND and JUDGMENT, and THEY will 
PLAN without’the Lord;.. THEY will be a” 
HINDRANCE and a SNARE. The time has come 
when everything is to be SHAKEN that can’ 
be SHAKEN, that those things which cannot 
be SHAKEN may remain. EVERY case is coming 
in review before God; He' is measuring the 
Temple and the worshipers therein... Only 
by OBEYING this word can we be His dis- 

the Fallen and Apostate Church, This YOU can ciples." T7:2I9,240.
find in the Writings. Isa. II:II.

TO COUNTER THIS TRUTH:
THE CHURCH-LEADERS hand you "THE CHURCH" 
as "THE WAY" of Salvation - but a moment’s 
Reflection will call to"mind that NUTLIOIIS 
died cr were led captive”in Old Jerusalem 
in "THE CHURCH" - because they believed 
those'CHURCH-LEADERS. So* in the days of 
Luther and in every other dispehsatiohal 
Age in the History of this World". What 
makes "you think that CHURCHES and PEOPLE ' 
are getting Better and Better so that this 
History will NOT BE REPEATED - ? Like your 
CHURCH-LEADER says. THE CHURCH-LEADERS’'in 
the days of Christ scoffed at this same 
great Truth - that CHURCH-LEADERS ARE NOT 
the Way of Salvation. All this is bound 
up in the Message of Justification by 
Faith for when Luther understood THAT - 
he tcld’them to go Home and find Christ 
AT HOKE. "THE CHURCH that is in thine House1! 
It is ROMANISM that teaches’ Apostolic' 
Succession - that is NOT Christianity.
It is Churchianity.
0-0—0-0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o
Fe do not in the slightest despise ORGANI
ZATION - we despise the MEN who RUN that 
ORGANIZATION’

LUNATIC-FRINGE.’
"...the Jewish authorities... were almost' 
beside themselves with ill-concealed ragej 
which they interpreted to be ZEAL FOR GOD.
., e They longed' to CRUSH Him for daring 
to'make'their Traditions of none effect...

" They declared that if these Traditions 
were CRITICISED by this man," the whole



the unsanctified'to" MINISTER TO'THEM in' 
..."If you make no special 
(the REAL Awakening*)...

If you pay your Tithe to the UNSANCTIFIED 
that they should MINISTER to you - the 
WCES of the 7 Last Flagues “like a Whirl
wind” shall come upon" you! “Give not that 
which is Holy unto thd DOGS J11

DUMB DOGS.
See the “DUMB DOGS that would not Bark“ 
standing in the pulpit of the Seventh-day ' 
Adventist'ChurchI “Peace & Safety” is 
their Cry J V.That are the exact words they 
are Tranquil! zing their people with?

HERE IT IS - ’H ”
As you will hear in Church, or among the 
“A.vakeners" come next Sabbath: “He is ~ 
too merciful to visit His people in Judg
ment?1 ' Yes, that Reel is being played 
over and over again. The Record reads 
that‘these are' “DUMB DOGS that will not 
Bark.” "And the Record further reads 
that the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS are looking 

for • the SEAL OF GOD only on those 
who Sigh and Cry aloud about"“ALT.,” the 
“ABOMINATIONS”. in the Church. That Preache? 
of yours says this is the UNPARDONABLE 
SIN - to SEE any “ABOMINATIONS”" let alone 
SAY ANYTHING about them! However, this" ‘ 
is what the SEALING ANGEL is waiting for. 
“MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE.” T3:2&7 - 
addressed to: “THE LAODICEAN CHURCH.” 
o~o—o—o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o-o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
IF YOU LISTEN to that Preacher he will’ 
be “SLAUGHTERED” the Record reads - but' 
MORE than that - the word “ALL” is used’,' 
“ALL” who listen to him, the Blind Leader 
of the Blind - BOTH will fall' into the 
Ditch of Destruction TOGETHER! The' Shep- 
herds Rod and the same people re-groupihg 
under the “Awakening” say you can safely 
GO and LISTEN to that DUMB DOG PREACHER 
as well as give that which is Holy unto 
the DOGS! But the Record reads', in my 
Book:’”ALL PERISH TOGETHER.” T5S2II.

14- ^220. ' ORGANIZATION" & THE ENEM."
“It is the deceptive power' of the Enemy of * word and doctrine 
all' righteousness that leads’ to the repeated EFFGBT io AROUSE 
attempts' to bring all our Medical Institu- ’ these GOLDEN MOMENTS will'soon pass, and 
tions under the control of ONE ORGANIZATION, you will be weighed in the Balance and" 
Certainly such efforts are not"inspired by 
the Lord,” Magen & Spaulding p.3I0.

NEW ORGANIZATION NEEDED!”'
“The LEADERS of the regular lines, ’they 
must have an entire change,’an entire NEW" 
ORGANIZATION

found Wanting. Then your agonizing cries 
will be of no avail.•• “your destruction 
cometh as a Whirlwind... For the turning 
away of the S1MHE shall SLAY them, and ~ 
the prosperity of FOOLS shall DESTROY"them. 

Here' are our Enemies. "Here ' But’ whoso hearkeneth unto Me shall dwell 
are those Satanic agencies ’ that are'at work, safely," (NOT HE THAT REMINS IN A FALLEN 
... God wants us to AROUSE, God wants us to CHURCH!) and shall be quiet from fear df 
take hold of this work... to" work for Time ~ evil.” (This is Justification by Faith I) 
and for Eternity... But yet every Conference o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o TI:26l-264. 
has woven after the same pattern. It is the What does the above say?
very same LOOM that carries it, and FINALLY, 
why, IT WILL COME TO NAUGHT... GOD IS'GOING 
TO HAVE A CHANGE*,. “ye have lost your first 
Love,” and tells them to REPENT SPEEDILY or 
he will remove the Candlestick out of its 
place... God what He says, ”1’ V/arrt a 
CHANGE here.” Magen & Spaulding p.163-166. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o«o«o«o-o«o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
“There' must be far greater Humility, a much 
greater distinction FROM the World, among 
Seventh-day Adventists, else GOD WILL NOT 
ACCEPT US.” T7:296. (Hew long will you have 
to WAIT in YOUR Church to have YOUR' Pastor 
quote ONE reference like that - ? Yet do 
you know there are 200 more'like it - ?
Why does your Preacher never bother to quote 
them? So he can support the TRADITIONS ©f 
the Elders that makes the Word of God of 
none-effeet?) 
0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—b—o—0—0 
Do you think it will help you - dr help me, 
for that Preacher to give us that continuing 
TRANQUILIZER that all is well soon" we' are' 
going Home, the Loud Cry is ever just around 
that Mythical Corner! ’ Just Hang on a bit' 
more, and all is well! So they said in'Cid 
Jerusalem just before it’s destruction! 
“THESE DUMB DOGS” - Sr. White calls them. 
T5:211. And the Bible says the Tithe'is 
Holy - and give not that which is Holy - 
unto the DOGS! 
o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

FEARFUL WOES’"
“WOES” are listed urder the 7 Last Plagues. 
“Satan is now seeking to hold God’s people 
in a state of inactivity, to keep them from 
acting their part in spreading the Truth, 
that they may at last be WEIGHED' IN THE 
BALANCE and found Wanting... There are 
FEARFUL WCES for those who Preach the Truth, 
but are not sanctified by it, and also for 
those who consent to receive and MAM?AIN



lay

And while the SHEPHERD ’S ROD and the 
AWAKENERS (the same thing.) are looking 
for 144,000 Lukewarm Laodiceans to get 
HOT and give the LOUD CRY;- it will be 
seen that it is only a “COMPANY" that 
actually “LESSEN" as they give this 
“STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the Laodiceans!

AND JUST WHAT IS 
that “STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" - ? Is it to 
“LOVE ALL MANKIND EVERYWHERE" as your 
ARTHUR MAXWEdL calls for in the R&H for 
July 17, 1969 - p.22 - ???

INTERNATIONAL NEWS - 
“Arthur S.’ Maxwell... During his trip 
he was received by prime'ministers, 
governoS»generals, prefects(what’s that?I 
and other high government officials.\ 
He spoke with many archbishops(0, Glory1/ 
and bishops of the Catholic (How Heavenly; 
and Anglican churches, as well as leaders 
of the Council of ChurchesJi^hat next?) 
O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—O*»0 
",*,. that the way of the~East might be 
prepared. And I saw three unclean spirits 
like Frogs come out of the mouth of the 
Dragon, and out of the mouth of the Beast 
and out of the mouth' of the FALSE PROPHET 

"For they are the spirits of DEVILS, 
working miracles, which go forth"unto “ 
the Kings of the Earth and of the whole 
World, to gather them to the BATTIE of 
that great day of God Almighty...*.

"And he GATHERED them together into 
a place called in the Hebrew tongue 
ARMAGEDDON." Rev.l6:l2-I6.

"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH wiH’“ 
PREPARE the Way for the Image to the 

is a Call to come OUT'of Her and"her'Consorts. Beast."'GO 444. 
OR ELSE partake of her Sins - for her~SIns“ 
have reached unto Heaven - and ALSO receive 
of her Plagues. "COKE APART" - or else! 
This is the Last Message. Which the Popular 
Ministry opposes -'as they always DID oppose 
every LAST Message.
GO IN to the Ark • not so, said'the MINISTRY. 
GO OOT of Sodom - not so,' said the MINISTRY. 
GO OUT of Jerusalem at certain SIGNS - not 
so, this is the ONLY place of SAFETY - this 
is His Holy Church - He has no other. So 
said the Sabbath-keeping MINISTRY. Will this 
History be REPEATED - ? IT so -~whb’ then 
is the real "Lunatic-Fringe?" The ones who 
“GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM’" - or the ones who 
remain IN that Holy City and misinterpret 
the Testimonies that give this as the ONE 
and the ONLY “Midnight Cry" **,*4ch is a 
“STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO" the Laodiceans and 
not "FROl/P the Laodiceans. EW 270.

'“The" Mark of the Beast.,. NOT ALL 
in regard to this matter is yet"under
stood, "NCR WILL it be understood until" 
the unrolling of the Scroll... The Lord’s 
command to His servants is* “CRY ALOUD, 
spare not... and"show MY PEOPIE their 
transgressions.We are to bnter into 
NO CONFEDERACY with the World, supposing 
that by so doing we could accomplish 
more... We have the old Landmarks... 
and we are to stand firmly IN DEFENCE" 
of our Principles, in full view of the 
World... Men of all ranks... are.to 
UNITE in the WORK of bringingTHE TRUTH 
to the people." 16:17.159,133“ASSOCIATE yourselves, 0 ye people, 
and ye shall be BROKEN,.. Say ye NOT, 
A CONFEDERACY, to all them to whom THIS" 
PEOPLE shall* say," A CONFEDERACY; neither 
fear ye their fear.*.; BIND UP THE TESTI
MONY." Isa.8:9,l2,I6. See 19,20.

15- ADDENDUM. (Added July 19, 1939.)
“NO MAN NEEDED!" ...  *’

If they cannot Tear you down any other way, 
the Silly Sallys and the Strong Women with 
their Weak Men - come up with: "NO MAN 
NEEDED I" I just had to grab Stencil 'in 
hand and put down"a few Notes on that, when 
I thought of them.

The Strong Woman are heeded"- who go to 
the Church of their choice where they fawn 
before the MEN of their choice.'"NO MAN" "is 
needed by her - but the “MEN" are needed. 
The' "MEN® which make up “THE CHURCH" are’ 
needed. It seems to me this is the charge 
they threw at Christ. Did not God appoint " 
a Ministry, a' Priesthood, a Religious Order, 
a Round of Ceremonies? And are they not all 
"NEEDED?" Who then is this Man' that dares 
Challenge all. this - does He set Himself up 
above this High and Mighty CHURCH - ? ’.

You know how that Battle turned out. 
They called Him a Son of a Whore -"He called 
them Sons of Satan. None of ,threm fell so 
low as the modern Ministry that call all 
men Sons of God. (Yet this same Ministry 
will not sb recognize the ones they cast 
out because, ostensibly - they are'NOT “Sons 
of GodJ" Yet they’mouth the platitude for 
to be seen by men. Which they themselves 
do not believe.) At least they do not ACT 
according to their belief. “They SAY - and 
DO not." Mouthing a Platitude to them be
comes the Sum and Substance of" Religion,

But after all is said anl done - the 
LAST Message is the" very Opposite of the 
WHORE that rides the Ped Dragon with "LINE" 
for all men “EVERYWHERE.» The LAST Message



ADDENDUM. (*220.)
ZTTIFJR MCT3ED DEVILS.'.'!

“So APOSTASY' IN the Church will TK5PJEE
(the Way of the Kings of the East)"the Way 
for the Image to tha'Beast,” GO

'*Fpr they are the spirits of DEVILS'.,.' 
which go forth unto the KINGS of the Earth.” 
Rev. 16:12." (NO OTHER CHURCH has done this.’

A voice should be heard 
, follow Him-; but

the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE TJORLD.” 
“This MESSAGE must be borne to a' LUKE

WARM CHURCH by'God’s Servants.” T3:259.
MIn the LAST solemn work EEK GREAT men 

will be engaged... The CALL to this great 
and' solemn work WAS presented to men of 
learning and position, .. But they* SEPARATED 
from God, yielded to the BIFLUENCE 'of THE~ 
WORLD, and the Lord REJECTED them,.. Those 
who have been regarded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS 
prove th be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY.. .Their 
wicked course He will tolerate no' longer,' 
and in'His wrath He deals with them without 
mercy... THE SEAL GE GOD will be placed'upon 
the foreheads of those ONLY who Sigh’ and Cry 
for the Abominations done in the Land• Those 
who LINK IN SYMPATHY with the World are eat-

And then perhaps talk about THAT being 
the “LAST” Message? I believe it is;’ 
I believe it is their “LAST” Message. 
Like a Big-Mouthed FROG breaking its 
last as WINTER settles on the World.

“Rev.14:12. This is a distinct, SEPA
RATING Message, a Message that is to'give 
no uncertain Sound. It Is to lead the people 
AWAY from the broken cisterns that contain 
no water.,. Everywhere the people are talcing 
sides... AT THIS TIME God’s Message to the 
World is to be given... It is only as we do 
this that His prospering hand can be id th 
us... 
when he SEEKS to secure ACCEPT ANGE & RECOG
NITION in the World..• The destinies of 
souls are balancing. Multitudes are in the” 
Valley of DecMlJn, 
crying:“ If the Lord be God 
if Baal, then follow him.” T7:I5O-I,I55.' 

“MANY” who ONGE were earnest Adventists 
are conforming to the World - to its prac- “ 
tices, its customs, its selfishness. Instead 
of LEADING the World to render OBEDIENCE'to 
God’s Law, THE CHURCH is uniting more and

RINGLEADERS IN APOSTASY! ..
“Sb APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare . 
the way for the Image to the Beast.”'444. 

“THE WORLD must not be introduced' into 
the Church, and married to the Church, 
forming a Bond of UNITY, Through this 
means THE CHURCH will indeed become cor- 

. .. ...  rupt, and as stated in Revelation, “a"?
Besides them and their beloved BILLY GRAHAM.) cage of every unclean and hateful bird.” 

TM 265. RH A3:233. SM 2t67-8. TStHS-120.
R&H.P.22. July 17,1969;-‘ 

(Cont’d.)”... ARTHUR S. MAXVJELL.,. 
Television and radio personalities, as 
well as managers and programme directors 
... BEGGED'Him to make more programs while 
he was there. (They wouldn’t BEG for the 
LAST MESSAGE!)..-. The CATHOLIC archbishop

NEVER does man show GREATER FOLLY than of Kingston, Jamaica, the Most Reverend (? ) 
John L. McEl’eney, (in the R&H picture shows 
happily" discussing THE BIBLE STORY volumes 
with Elder Maxwell.” “INTERNATIONAL NEWS”. 
Your R&H. p.22. July 17, 1969. This is a 
“SIGN”- of the “TIMES’”
o»«o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“He that would be a Friend of the World - 
IS the En emy of God!” “Woe unto you -■ 
Scribes, Pharisees, Hypocrites!’Woe unto 
you when all the World speaks well of 
you - for so they did, of the FALSE 

more closely with the World in transgression. PROPHETS!” 
DAILY the'CHURCH is becoming converted- TO 
the World.” T8?II9.

(IS THE ABOVE A LIE? THEN THESE MEN ARE 
LIARS’)::::: (PK 187". RH A6:3&2.) 
“...the voice of stern Rebuke will be heard.

o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—b—0—0—0—0—o—o■ 
“And I saw three UNCLEAN spirits, like ’ 
FROGS,.; go forth unto the KINGS of the 
Earth.;. And he gathered them together 
into... ARMAGEDDON.” Rev.l6:l2-I6.

Boldly will men of God’s appointment DENOUNCE o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-6-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o 
“ARTHUR'S. MAXWPXL... During his trip he 
was received by PRIME MINISTERS, GOVERNOR* 
GENERALS, PREFECTS, and other HIGH GOVT. 
OFFICIALS.... He spoke. with MANY Arch- ' 
Bishops and Bishops of the CATHOLIC" and 
ANGLICAN Churches, as well as Leaders ,of 
the Council of Churches...” Your R&H. 
p.22. July 17, 1969.

. o—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o.. 
Aren’t ybu PROUD - ADVENTIST - ??? 
You see where your TITHE is going, 
Or will it-go for Crying aloud and Spar
ing not? The•choice is yours• Your Tithe 
is' your Vote '- for”whom do you Vote - ? 
For Arthur S. Maxwell and the R&H and 
the “Signsfef the Times?” ' 
AND the Lovers of the World - ??? .1

ing and drinking with the Drunken and will ’ o-b-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o—0-0—0-0-0—0-0—0—0 
surely be destroyed WITH the Workers of ’ 
Iniquity... “And at that time shall Michael 
stand up,.. and' at that time thy people 
shall be delivered, EVERYONE that shall bb 
found written in the Book.” T5:SO-2,212-3• •



JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.17- ('*220.) 
(Postscript.)

the so-called "WHITE” Trustees) LEFT OUT 
the Strongest quotations. It is this Kind 
that are Warned that they will talce "the 
great leader of Apostasy4’ and ngrte him - 
’‘-Christ our Righteousness.” NL 49. (SM-?)' 
0—0—0—0—0—0 (SM 2:393)

IS: Pure & unadulterated TRUTH. TM’65.' ’ 
MANIFESTED in OBEDIENCE. TM 92. Ev; 190. 
MEETING demands of God’s LAN.’SD 240. 
NOT A CLOAK to cover. DA 555-6.
NOT Tor the SELF-satisfied. SM 1:323.
IF we meet the CONDITIONS. SD 189. ’
PERFECT OBEDIENCE to God’s LAW. COL 312. 
ABRAHAM did not boast of~hls; PP 139. ' ’ 
UNDERSTANDING of TRUTH ’ depends on. GC 599. 
GOD’S LAW IS.'$BC~I069. 7BC 951.
IS NOT - cowardice. PP 135.
makes us DISGUSTED’with our own.’SM 1:328. 
people who wrap themselves about‘.SM 1:320. 
TRUTH & HEALTH REFORM meet in. T6:378-9.
0»-O—C—O—O“»O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O 
“We must"RENCBNCE our own righteousness 
and plead for the Righteousness of Christ 
to be DOTED to us.” T5:2I9.
“Genuine Faith is 'FOLLOWED by LOVE, and 
1OTE by OBEDIENCE.11 (Same.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0(IF )o-o■•0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“There is before the Church the Dawn of 
a bright, glorious day, IF she will put 
on the Robe of Christ’s Righteousness - 
WITHDRAWING from all ALLEGIANCE to the 
World.” PK 260.
0«r-0—O—O—0—O—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—O—O—0—0—0—0 
ANNOTATED - THROWN OUT1 - NOT GOOD ENOUGH- 
for ths DANIELLS-URIAH SMITH-KELLOG- 
WDLIE WHITE - 1888 GANG. ' ~ 

THE CHURCH-LEADERS “hated it the '
more” (TM 80) as they took the CLEAREST, 
most Soul-satisfying EXPLANATION of ' 
“CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS” and cut it" 
into tiny little pieces. This is found 
in TM 456:

“What* is Justification by Faith? It 
is the work of God in landing the Glory 
of man in the dust, and doing for man* 
that which it is hot’in his power to do 
for himself.” TM 456.
0‘'0—0—0*-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
This is what they give you in the AMPU
TATED,’CRIPPLED OFFERING in the 1923 
Shuffle-Board called “TESTIWNIES TO 
MINISTERS.” But what was LEFT OUT - ?
0—o—o—0—b—o—b—0—0—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
The “Shoe-String” Book from “HEALTH 
RESEARCH” ($6.00) Mbkelumne Hill, Calif. 
ORIGINAL “TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS” - 

“What is Justification By Faith?—
It is the work’ of God in laying the glory 
of man in the dust, and doing for man 
that which it is not in his power to do 
for himself.“(and then what follows???)

“Justification by Faith” - 
“Righteousness by Faith” - 
“Christ Our Righteousness*."

To ’us, these and other Terms -'“mean 
the same thing. The top Term is the one’ 
most commonly used in Adventist Circles. 
It, however - has two words MISSING. - 
“Justification by Faith - IN CHRIST*.”

The Justification that many have, is 
"Faith” - in “Self” - it is called': 
“ME - MY RIGHTEOUSNESS.” It is part of the 
“Shaking” that will develop a Class that 
will give heed to “Seducing spirits'“and 
Doctrines of Devils“"the same as the Church- 
Leaders apostasy? the 250 Princes of Renown 
that joined in sympathy with Korah, Dathan, 
and Abiram vAiose main Doctrine was that this 
Holy people, this Church - is “Going through” 
because the “Congregation.is Holy - every 
one.” Which is bne currant Teaching of the 
present ”250 Princes of Renown" - that all 
who REKIN with them will be“”Holy - every 
one" - 14/'-,000"Strong. “These tilings... 
are written for cur admonition, upon whom 
the Ends of the World are come.” All this- 
you will find in “NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS” - the 
Book that appeared as"“Volume one” - the 
“Volume two” never seeing"the Light of Day. 
And the things “Re-printed”' "(according to

August 9, 
1969.

THIS CLASS.' ‘
This Class, also called the ”5 Foolish 
Virgins”(“Christian Service” p.263.) will 
accept the “GRACE” and “ONLY BELIEVE” and ‘ 
"FAITH WITHOUT WORKS” theories of Babylon. 
This- is "‘the Prediction you will find in 
GC" 464-471. “NO FURTHER EFFORT.” This is ‘ 
the Earmark of the Devil-led False'“Latter 
Rain” now rampant among Seventh-day Advent
ists and Awakeners.

~ • NEVER - ’
These people will NEVER find such Questions 
as these:
“The Righteousness of Christ "will not cover 
ONE cherished" Sin... He expects us to OVER
COME.” COL 316.
DISOBEDIENT have no right to Claim.SBC 1072. 
ENEMIES of Christ claim. TM 236.
IMPUTED ONLY to the OBEDIENT. 6BC‘ 1098. 
WHEN He pardons our Sins. 7BC 935.



NOT MANY CHURCH-LEADERS - will be there?’ 
__HE CANNOT~USE THEM ....

“In the last solemn work FEW GREAT MEN

It is very difficult to find ONE reference. 
When there is only ONE. Unless someone 
REALLY wants this, we will look for it 
then, but it may take, as it has taken ' 
us many times - things you see in a TLash, . 
but took us up to 2 hours to locate. This 
is one like that. It goes something like 
this:
O—O—O—O—O—O—O —O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 

we get into the Kingdom)“... when 
we look around, 01E thing will. be"UUT-

David -

DISTRUST THEMSELVES.« TM 103,259, 
’■ - NOT MANY MIGHTY

“... the self-confident management of men 
has resulted in putting God aside, and ac» 
cepting the devisings of men. "If'you allow 
this to continue, your faith will soon be
come EXTINCT... He asks that a’CHAIOTbe 
made. He'wants His people to be molded and' 
fashioned, NOT after man’s ideas, but after 
the similitude of God... “hotmany“Nighty, 
not many Noble - are called.11 TM ASI."

RIGHTEOUS??? “There id NONE Righteous, 
no - not one .“(See TM 191.)

by beholding they are becoming changed into 
the same image 9 What is REGENERATION?-- It 
is revealing to man what is his own real 
nature’, that in himself he is'WORTHLESS.“ 
EGW. Adelaide, Australia. Oct. 12, I&9£. 
(MUCH MORE in this' Testimony was also 

LEFT"OUT. Wou:d -die ARTHUR L, WHITE de
votees care to grplain WHY - ?) 
o—o—o—0—o—0—0—o<»oc'>o-o—o—o—o—o—0—b—0—0—o—o—o 
FOLLOW a Hitler, a Stalin, a Churchill, “an 
Eisenhower^ an LB J, a Rope, a'degenerate 
SDA President, a Tojo, a Mussilini, a 
Bishop Pike, a Billy Graham' - or any others THE CHURCH has already been weighed in ' 
of a String of human degenerates -' think the balances of Takoma Park - like Ko'rah,

Dathan, and Abiram in their great Rebellion 
said 3 “The Congregation is Holy - EVERY 
ONE OF THEM I1- They did not try to tear " 
down the Organisation, they tried to see 
how high up in the Organization they'cotCLd 
get, but the ground opened'up for these 

heed lest he fall,”... It is those who take CHURCH-IEADERS, even as the CHURCH-LEADERS 
heed lest‘they fall that will'be accepted 
at last... Jesys PASSED BY the WISE men of 
His Time, the men of Education & Position, 
BECAUSE they were so PROUD and SEIF •-SUF
FICIENT'in their boasted superiority...' 
In their bigotry they SCORNED to De taught 
by Christ,.. '

CHURCH-LEADERS, 
and tfieir HOLY CITY was razed to the" 
Ground. Will this History be Repeated? 

“The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in the 
days' of Jeremiah is a SOLEMN warning to 
modern Isreal, that the' counsels and ad
monitions given them through his chb'seh 

The ATTRIBUTES of the CHARACTER instrumentalities cannot be disregarded" 
of Christ can be imparted to• those only who with impunity... The message of the Lord 

to Judah was J “He that REMAINETH in this ' 
CITY shall DIE by the Sword, by the Famine, 
and by the Pestilence: but he that goeth 
forth to the Chaldeans shall LIVE 
Plain and positive were the words spoken; 

“This CITY shall surely be given into 
the hand of the king of BABYLON’S army?*' 
0—0—0—0—0—0.  PK 417,455,
“JERUSALEM is a representation of what 
THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk 
in the Light that God has given... So 
Christ sorrows & weeps over OUR" Churches 
... that have FAILED to meet the dcgsnd 
of God..,11 T8:67,133,32,134,259, B7:I2.

of your own mistakes, failings, and short
comings -

AND THEN AGUES'- 
that without Christ'we are “NOTHING.” 
“Without ffe ye can do «• NOTHING';”‘ 
“Let HIM that thinketh he standeth take

IS- (#220.) (Postscript.) 
Only the HUMBLE will UNDERSTAND this.’ ~ 
OriLjr the OVERCOffiR will' appreciate this. 
Only the WK will value this, 
“Blessed ate the Meek « for of such is the 
Kingdom of God,“ 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE PHARISEES - puffed up in their Fleshly 
Minds - overcome with their own SEIF-IMPOR
TANCE - full of Worldly AMBITION - cut this (When 
OUT of your Book: 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-oLd-o STANDING - in amazement we will see that 
“When men see their own NOTHINGNESS, they 
are PREPARED to be 'clothed with'"the RIGHT
EOUSNESS CF CHRIST. When they begin to “ 
praise and exalt God all the day lorigj then will be engaged. They are SEIF-sufficient,’

INDEPENDENT of God, and He CANNOT USE THEM: 
“The Lord has faithful Servants, (Fisher
men?) who in the'SHAKING, ’TESTING Time “ 
will be disclosed to View. There are pre
cious ones NOT HIDDEN...“THEY HAVE NOT 
HAD THE LIGHT..', then the'HIDDEN ONES 
will be revealed to view.,. The most WEAK 
and HESITATING in the Church' will be as 

willing to do'and dare.,. THE
CHURCH will be weighed in the Balances 
of the Sanctuary?’ T5:SO,S3.
0— 0—0—o«»o—0—0—0—0— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—o—0—0



" A profession is not 
It is HARD WORK to follow- on, 

, onward

Tell me the POINTS you see that are so 
VALUABLE - ? Just what is so GOOD about 

« ? With Yjhat Testimonies does it 
harmonize * ? Never mind that 'list of 

01‘d SDA Fogheads called: "SAINTS." " 
Never mind that List of NAMES~of the ’ ' 
GREAT men, the MCGHTY men, the RICH men, 
and the WISE men. Do not let that throw 
you. Tell me what is so HOT in-that 
Book • ? Before I tell' you what is 
WRONG with it. More from Hoehn later.

Have you staked a valuable Claim - ? 
Or have you MIS-staked - ?

Best wishes. 2194$ Lane St., PerriS, Calif• 
o—o—o—o—o—o (Aug.22) , 92370.
Dear Carp:

You are dealing with something 
more valuable than GOLD Mining. You say 
you have hit it Rich. You have found a 
Mine. Or rather, you have bought one. 
You advise me to get a'Share in it - all 
it costs is $E,oo. Send St.oo to Peter 
Jarnes for his book "THE SANCTUARY RE
STORED." You underline it. 
It is that good. \ • 
I had it months ago.
I have two of them.
Now I want you to sit down and write'to 
me and tell me just WHY is it so good ? 
What5s so RICH about it - ? What does 
your ASSAY show - ? What % is GOLD and 
what about it is simply FOOL’S GOLD - ? 
SDA GOLD'.'Trom the SDA College . For the 
SDA’s were going to put up their money 
for him. Seems very strange to me that 
the LAST TRUE MESSAGE will NOT be HATED- 
SPOKEN AGAINST - RIDICULED - IGNORED 
DESPISED '- but' is being accepted by the 
Majority. How different* from" IS88 - I...
SDA?s are getting better & better & better 
Just'like they have always said they 
would. IhTcase you do not* know it - 
SDA:s were going to back that book on ‘ 
ONE condition. Drop Brinsmead. Wage war 
on him. Otherwise SDA’s gave their O.K. 
to that book. (See Dr. Rue’s SAF.) 
o-o—o-o-o—o
So - you do just that - sit down & write 
me - what do you see in that sample of* 
Ore - how much is SILVER - or GOLD - or 
RARE METALS - maybe some PLATINUM - ?

J9u ("220.) August 30, 1969. 
We re-read'this paper this day. 
We wondered how many would' say: "You have*' 
taken away all my Hope*." Or: "I see"little 
of Christ in your papers." "If I for a Z 
moment believed like you do - I would feel 
.myself lost;" ... 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Well, perhaps'you* should. . •
"Souls tempted, defeated, FEELU'IG’themselves 
LOST, ready to perish, He met, not with de
nunciation, but, with Blessing." Ed.79. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 •
Billy Graham, Oral Roberts, and. now Seventh- 
day Adventists in their New 19-9 “Look" - 
make you feel you are Lost - UNLESS you can 
unite with them saying: “I AM SAVED I" 
0-0—o—b—o—o .
But when Christ Himself was finished speak-’ 
ing to the people, they looked at each other 
in amazement and said: "If these things be 
so - who then CaN BE SAVED???" 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
THIS is the resvlifof the Truth as it is in 
Jesus. "And because the Spirit is to con©, 
NOT to praise men or to build up their 'er
roneous Theories, but to REPROVE the world 
of SIN, and of RIGHTEOUSNESS; and. of'JUDG
MENT, many turn away from it. They are not 
willing to be deprived of the garments of 
their own.Self-righteousness, which is un
righteousness, for the Righteousness of 
Christ, which is pure unadulterated TRUTH." 
o-o-o-o-o-o TM 65 . '
IF you were a Jew in the Days of Christ. 
IF you believed in your Church 
Your only Hope of Salvation would be for 
your "Righteousness to EXCEED the Righteous
ness of the Scribes and Pharisees" , (The 
Church-Leaders.*) You would have to LOSE"' 
your unholy fear and awe of THEM in ’ order 
to be accepted by Christ and by'God. It was 
only" when THIS was done that Luther under
stood "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH." 
0—O—0^*0—o—o 
"THOSE' IN THE" OFFICE (R&H and General Con
ference Office)... fruitless cumberers of 
the" ground... should be DISMTSSED*"and others 
take their places, even if they be“unbellevers. it 
It is a fearful thing to be self-deceived. 
SAID THE ANGEL, pointing to those in the 
Office: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS'-shall ' 
exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and 
Pharisees, ye shall in no case"enter into 
the Kingdom of Heaven, 
enough.
Step by Step, painfully and slowly 
and upward, in the Path of PURITY & HOLINESS" 
TUI90-I93. See 197,200,207.

FROM THE CARPENTER SHOP - Aug .17, 1969. 
Dear Br. H:

A friend sent me a book by 
the title of THE SANCTUARY RESTORED. I 
never heard of it before, but it is’ 
VERY GOOD...U’ll make a big mistake if 
u do not send for this book, Its gseat.

(Aug .22)



1•IF

’ that are used in the $0,000,oo Book’ to

sent to Br. Bays.

IT APPEARS - that a conclave of'Ministers, 
headed by James * secretly headed the 
"AWAKENING." Brinsmead was just a Whipping 
Boy, if some Doctrines went Wrong • he 
could, take the Blame, and back"off to 
Australia - letting James"take over. 
One by one the Heads of the “AWAKENING" 
have taken second-place « sb James could 
have - First-Place’! With Meetings sched
uled all across the Country.
O—O—O—0—0—o
BE THAT AS IT MAY - 
that is of no real Importance. It Is not 
METHODS we are interested in - excepting 
as a Means to FOOL people (such as the 
Displaying of the Array of SDA “SAINTS" 
w.uu arw uaoa xxi uie wv.w uu
lend apparent support to the Doctrine)- 
what we are primarily interested in is 
the TEACHING - Saints or no Saints.PSYCHOLOGY.
It is PSYCHOLOGY that points to the Wise 
meh, the Great men, the Rich men, the 
“Princes of Rehowrf* that appear to back 
this strange, new Doctrine. But “Princes 
of RenownP have been Wrong in the Past. 
So Wrong that a" Fire came out of the 
Cloud and licked up the 250 “Princes of

are writing me. They have AIL'QUIT"IE. Since 
ever produced' in THE CARPENTER SHOP.’(HR))))) 
Maybe they feel that they have got caught in' 
the ouster of the CAST AW AYS . Ha'. Ha.'Well,,, 
if they want to quit me,,, let ’em go.’I’ll 
get along some way. Some how. I think there 
is a song along this line"; I’ll get along 
some how. If she leaves me.

We have' done a big job with the Preacher 
tract. Covered Loma Linda good. La Sierria. 
White Memorial. Glendale Sanitarium.;. Not 
a peep have I heard from any of them. Not 
even the reformers. (Offshoots.)

Looks like u have a BIG thing in the 
mining business. I rejoice with you. Hope u 
win out with the BIG COMPANIES.

I heard of a prospector who had a good 
big holding,., then a big’company" came along 
and took it away from him. He died’ in’ the 
poor house.-;. I hope it won’t happen to u. 
The ehclosed... sent to Br. Bays. Love, 
o—o—o—o—o—o Carp. :
HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY REPLY: ’ (Sept'. 5, 1969) Regarding the t30,000.oo Book.(Peter James') 
Dr. Rue & Dr. Mats threw everything" they had 
behind this Book. The Adventists were going 
to Sponsor it - if James would drop the 
“Awakening.“ Instead of that, it appears -

20-(-220.) THE CARPENTER. SHOP - Aug .28/69. 
Dear Br. H & Ruth:

Always glad to get a line from u, 
,,,but this time,,,,u are laying" me OUT J Of 
course,,,,its pleasant to be raid out some
times. It feels GOOD, So I take it with a 
smile. 

About Peter Jarnes and his book. So u 
have had it many mbnths ago. That' shows how' 
far' in advance u ar to me, I’m far BEHIND U. 
Sorry, how am I to catch vpTil 

AND,,,,you want me to show u WHAT IS SO 
GOOD ABOUT HIS BK??? Welllllll it looks " 
like u have me over a'barrel. I enjoyed the 
bk, & thought it a very good bit. I did not 
find any errors in it, that I recall. AND' I 
thought I learned a couple of things I did 
not know before.

So I’ll have to leave it to u to show 
me, & others what is wrong with the book, 
Ur letter indicates he is lined up with the 
Brinsmeads. I did not know that/,",my impres-’ 
sions were that ho belongs to the Labdiceans. 
I did wonder why the denomination did not 
publish it. If he is a professor of the SDA 
college ihere in Lincoln, Neb. ''

I sent him my tract on preachers, hoping 
for a reply, but no reply has come. Look's ' 
like non coming. AND,,,,none of my old friends Renown." So'“Princes of Renowrf1 are no' 
are writing me. They have AIL’QUIT" IE, Since Security nor Title to Heaven, as Korah, 
the' PREACHER’ tract got around. (The BEST 4thing Dathari, and Abiram - found'out. And so 

can Wieland, Brinsmead, and James.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
WHAT IS THIS STRANGE, NEW DOCTRINE? ' "
(1) Is the “CLEANSING" of the Sanctuary ' 
“merely" a “Judicial Cleansing" of BOOKS, 
and RECORDS in HEAVEN - which “Books" & 
“Records" testify that the INDIVIDUAL 
did Repent, was Converted and Born again, 
did indeed"Overcome and his Character' 
was ehanged' as he met Test after Test," 
and took Step after Step' so that now he 
stands PERFECT and is Worthy of the Dark 
Spots in the RECORD to be BLOTTED OUT I 
Which “BLOTTING OUT" does not" in the ~ 
slightest CHANGE his Character • because 
it was already CHANGED in the Life-Time 
PROCESS called:"“SANCTIFICATION.* 
No Change needed.(2) Or are we going to HOODWINK people 
into another Version of a "SECOND-CHANCE" 
Theory sb that the' Sinner can Go and Sin 
some more - because, after all - what 
needs to be done in you is' NOT the "WORK" 
of" a “LIFE-TIME" - but your Character, 
and, Io, and Behold! Even your "MOTIVES"' 
can be "Transformed" by a Wish & a Grayer; 
This is MAGIC - AWAKENING MAGIC. Noj2ing



herds

' THE MINISTERS.
111 saw that the MINISTERS did not escape 
the WRATH bf God. Their SUFFERING'was 
tenfold greater than that of their 
people.® EW 282.

(Now read these Words * those of you who 
ADMIRE these men - because"they give you 
the LICENSE to SIN. Because, after all - 
is not the “CLEANSING® - later than you 
Think * ??? Can you not "WAIT ABOUT®' for 
it • ??? Until some Shepherd’s Rod or 
Awakening “Signal® - ??? For Today is 
NOT the Day of Salvation after all I ) 
O—O—O—O—O—O r »

THEY PROMISE THEM LIBERTY - 
WHILE THEY THEMSELVES ARE THE 

SERVANTS OF CORRUPTION - »»» 
"The very ones that"once ADMIRED them’ 
most, will pronounce the most dreadfUL 
CURSES upon'them. THE VERY HANDS that : 
once crowned them wiih Laurels, will be 
RAISED for their DESTRUCTION. The SWORDS 
which were to slay God’s"people, are now 
employed to DESTROY their Enemies. EVERY
WHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED.® 
o-o-o-o—b-o GO' 656.
(And your WILLIE WHITES and your ARTHUR 

WHITES did not LIKE the way the ORIGINAL 
BOOK READ - so they? CHANGED the very " 
next words * but the 1884 GO has these 
following words for those who “CONDEMN® 
and for those who “CRITICI33® these SDA 
Great men and Wise men and. Mghty men - 
here is the Promise for those not too 
BLIHD TO SEE, and not too DUMB TO SEEMt) 
O—O—0—0—0—0 
1884 GC page 473 *

THE MARK OF DELIVERANCE ' 
“The marie" of DELIVERANCE has been set"' 
upon those "that Sigh and that Cry for 
all the ABOMINATIONS that be done.®... 
The work of Destruction BEGINS... THE’ 
FALSE SHEPHERDS are the FIRST to Fall. 
There are NONE to Pity or’to Spare... 
(“CLEANSED® of their Lies!!!) ‘ 

11 And" this shall be the Hague... ’ ’ 
Their Flesh shall consume away;.;;’ 
while they stand upon their Feet.;.’ ' 
and their Eyes shall consume away..• ~ 
in their Holes'ffbr refusing to SEE the 
Truth), and their Tongue shall consume 
away in their Mouth, (fpr refusing to 
TELL the Truth.)... “And the" slain of " 
the Lord shall be that Day from one End 
of the Earth even unto the otheri’End" of 
the Earth; they'shall not be Lamented, 
neither Gathered, nor Buried.® 1884 GC 
0-0-0—0—0—o 473-4.

2I»p220). PLEASE PEOPLE - ??? " ' ~
Of course", it will please people! If all we 
are concerned about is to"PLEASE people and 
obtain a FOLLOWING - so we can" display our 
•’■Holiness® in the Adventist Market-Place, 
as cne PSYCHOLOGISTS vie with each other 
for First-Place in the Eyes of the Adventist 
people - I woULd Hate to be in their Shoes 
come Judgment-Dayj®..• do I seek to PLEASE 
men? for if I yet PLEASED men, I should NOT 
be the Servant of Christ.” Gal.1:10.

’ ■ THE REFUGE OF FALSEHOOD".
“When the Voice of God turns'the captivity 
of His people, there is a..terrible AWAKENING 
of those who have lost all..; They have 
sought to exalt themselves..."Now’they are 
stripped... They look with Terror... They 
have sold their Souls... THE MINISTER" who 
has sacrificed' TRUTH to gain the favor of 
men..,- that led meh to REST in a REFUGE of 
FALSEHOOD«.. now... beholds the Harvest... 
STRENGTHENED the hands of the WICKED... by 
promising him LORS..,

r'’O—0—o—o—o
-Woe be unto the Pastors... '“Howl ye’Shep*

, and Cry... The people"SEE that they 
have been DELUDED. They eagerly accuse one 
another of having led them to"Destruction; 
but all UNITE in heaping their bitterest 
CONDEMNATION upon the MINISTERS. Unfaithful 
PASTORS have prophecied SMOOTH THINGS; (what 
is SMOOTHER than to tell people their LIFE 
does not count after all * you CAZQTCT keep 
the LAW of God - you must be “CLEANSED® by 
a WIELAND-BRINSIEAD-JARNES “MCRACLE.” Like 
the Churches of BABYLON teach under the' 
name of" “Love” and “Grace” - but these do 
it under the “Sanctuary Cleansing.”)
0—0—0—0—0—0

(So the Doctrine itself is not'NEW -'if is 
as Old as the Devil - but‘like a Harlot - 
it appears in a New DRESS. Doe’s that make 
it Wonderful? OriLy to the Blind.)
0—0—0—0—0—0

(Sermon after Sermon coULd be Preached - 
and Reams and Reams of Writing could be 
Written - EXPOSING that RRAUDUIEOT DOCTRINE 
OF DEVILS!)
o-o—0—0—0—0 * '
(Continuing from GC 654-&56:)
“UNFAITHFUL Pastors have prophecied SMOOTH 
THINGS; they have led their hearers'to make" 
void the Law of God... NOT, In their despair", 
these Teachers CONFESS before the World their 
work of DECEPTION. The MULTITUDES are filled 
with Fury. ®WE ARE LOST j® they cry, “and 
YOU are the CAUSE of our Ruin;” and' they ’ • 
turn upon the False Watchmen,” GC



unyi)1

ING that all must have to live in the"sight 
of a Holy God•. .' and then see' that they 
NEEDED to be Hewed and Squared for the 
Building. But there will be nd Time then to 
do it and no Mediator.11 EW 71. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
JARBES WOULDN’T DARE - 
quojce too much of the Testimonies - for it 
would soon be apparent that they lend no 
Credence to that kind of DELAYING DOCTRINE. 
So he resorts to seeking to the DEAD~- 
to LUTHER, to WESLEY, and to great swelling 
words of VANITY. For it is only a WIND that 
will bring no Latter Rain * but only a HAIL 
of Destruction.
O—O—O—O—0—0
INTERMINGLED throughout their’ Writings - 
like the Jewish Rabbis that promised DELI* 
VERANCE to any that' would remain ift JERUSALEM has for His people 
the Holy City - so do these promise PEACE 
and SAFETY in the" Center where DRUG and DOPE 
REDDLING is the Order of the Day, when MORE 
MONEY is being spent’ on that’Traffic then 
anytime in the History of the Church - BUT NO MATTER - “GOD IS TOO MERCIFUL TO 
VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT11 and with that 
they dredge up a God in "ETERNAL TORMENT0' 
and "ENDLESS SUFFERINGS" because He apparently 
DID NOT KNCW how His Han of Salvation”would 
turn out - and now the Adventist people are 
the Saviour of their Saviour -III He must "SUFFER" until YOU and YOU and YOU 
come to the Rescue and "SAVE11 Him from the 
fabulous "SUFFERING" of "DANIEL 8:!/«-’11

22- (*220.) THIS MIRACULOUS "CLEANSING" of 
an UNCLEAN people - be it "CONSCIOUS11 - 
"SUB-CONSCIOUS" - or "UNCONSCIOUS" - is an ‘ 
attempt by Satan to promise the wicked LIFE, 
They come to the Judgment"UNPREPARED*," 
They find that"they needed to be Hewed and " The great Jarnest 
Squared for the Building of the Divine Temple."And He will SUFFER the PAIN and AGONY 

of the CROSS until His sanctuary is 
cleansed. Thus Dahiel 8:14 is an announce
ment (by Brinsmead, Jarnes & Company) 
THAT THE TIME HAS COM3 to releasd Jesus “ 
from the PAIN & AGONY of Calvary, But the 
Church’s SYMPATHY & COOPERATION ARE NECES
SARY if this is to be effected'. Are the 
people of God Interested?" p.85 of the' 
$30,000.oo Book. $30,000.oo down the'Drainl 
This is bold PRESUMPTION’ It is Worse! 
It is BLASPHEMY’ 
0-0—0-0-0—0 
So God did not PLAN the PLAN" of SALVATION? 
He did not know what He was doing! He

WHERE IN THE WORLD DID YOU EVER HEAR THE 
LIKES OF SUCH A DOCTRINE BEFORE - ???
HOW IN THE WORLD DO SO MANY FALL SO MUCH 
FOR SUCH OUTLANDISH TRASH - ???
0—0—0—0—0—0

They had NEGLI TIED the needful’PREPARATION; Church and the Adventist people to C01E 
THEREFORE they could not receive the REFRESH- TO THE RESCUE’'"It can be seen that it is 

GOD who has been suffering ENDLESS TORMENT 
for 6,000 years.... HIS RELEASE DEPENDS 
upon the cooperation of the Church... 
Daniel 8:14 holds the Key..."The Hour of 
His Judgment is come." END of the Book. 
END of James, p.86,87.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Never read such utter Rubbish in all my 
Life! Where did you ever hear the beat 
of that - ? And how is It that SO MANY 
are falling head over heels for it * ??? 
Surely the Spirit of the Lord is being 
WITHDRAWN from the Earth and He is CHOOS
ING their very Delusions - so you can 
know who is who - and what is what!
0—0—0—0—0—0
STRAIGHTEN YOUR THINKING OUT WITH THIS:
"I have seen the tender Love that God

... IF THEY DID NOT ” 
TAKE HEED...'the Angels.,.* would bear the 
tidings upward, and ALL the Angels’In the 
City would Weep.,.(Ah! les! So there is 
"SUFFERING" - this "proves" it! But is it 
"ENDLESS0 - even "ENDLESS YEARS" - ??? 
Even "SIX THOUSAND YEARS" - ???) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 READ THIS: ’ * ”

"But if the Saints fixed their eyes
upon the TRI2S before them and glorifies God"by praising Him, THEN the Angels 

wouldbear the GLAD TIDINGS to the City, 
and the Angels in the City would touch 
their Golden Harps and SING." EW 39. 
Let Heaven’s arches RING to this TRUTH!Amen.

But if is now "TOO LATE" - and the False 
Shepherds are to Blame. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
What could be more Important than to Teach 
people this: 
"I saw that many were NEGLECTING the prepa
ration so needful and were looking to the 
Time of "REFRESHING" and the "LATTER-RAIN11 
(is that not the heart & soul, of the B&J 
Teachings - ???) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"... looking to the Time of "REFRESHING" 
and the "LATTER RAIN"* to TIT' them to stand 
in the Day of the Lord,,. Oh, how many I 
saw in the Time of Trouble" without a Shelter! made a Mistake and* it takes the Adventist

Church and the Adventist people to COI.E



by thus
23-(«220.XTHE 4HAXENING PICTURE.
Th© Picture that James and disillusioned
Company are Painting is one of Heaven going magnifying before their FEEBLE MENDS the 
around -with their Under-lip hanging to the

."ANGER'IS NOT SUFFERING.’ ‘ 
’!... life'inhorrible TORIENTS...

Horrors of ari"ENDLESS HELL; he"takes*'pos^"" 
Ground.. God forever Sobbing away - a Funeral session’of their Minds, and they lose their 

Reason... they'are the Re suits of the ra»- 
ception of popuLar~HERESY.

nI saw'that the Heavenly Host were *' 
filled with INDIGNATION'at this bold work 
of Satan... near the Close of Time... the' ’ 
DELUS IONS'’of Satan should I1TCREASE;"EW 220.

"Their profession, their prayers, and 
their exhortations' are''an ABOMINATION in ' 
the sight of God... the' PRIDE' of the homi
nal Churches. God is not in their Thoughts; 
their Carnal "rind s' dwell upon THE SELVES; 
they decorate their poof mortal bodies,.' 
and then look upon" themselves with.”*satis
faction and pleasure. Jesus and the Angels 
look upon them in ANGER",.. ‘ 
(ANGER is not "Suffering" - Here' is 'some 
one that" is* going to'"Suffer” because“6f 
their perverted understanding of Heaven) 
"... Said the Angel,' "Their Sihs and" 
BRIDE have reached"unto Heaven. Their 
portion is prepared••.""The' fearful Threat- 
eeings of the Third Angel are to be real
ized, and all the'Wicked~are"td Drink of 
the WRATH of God... These Agents of Satan 
look upon the Religious Bodies with ex- " 
altation, for the Clbak of Religion covers 
the greatest Crime and Iniquity; ALL'" 
HEAVEITBEHOLDS WITH INDIGNATION; .; Godl”’* 
will restrain his ANGER but little longer. 
His WRATH burns against this Nation and 
ESPECIALLY'against the RELIGIOUS BCJDUSS.” 
o—o—o—o—o—o EW’274*5•

FILLED WITH INDIGNATION’ 
This warped Picture of a God -""Suffering" 
because of the' Sins of a people hoping 
they will start "Praying" to Him in the 
deep Depths of Darkness called: "THE 
AWAKENING" .
O—O—0—0—O—O 
That warped Picture can soon be altered 
with this'Truth:*”' *'
That those ,wfio are OUT of the Truth* '(but 
remain IN'the'ChurchJ) where they‘are'OOT 
of Harmony with* the Mind of God.. ."Even" ' 
their Prayers are an ABOMINATION" to God I 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
While the AWAKENERS are going around 
jumping "for Joy that God' is in TCRWITS 
over them and WAITING"for them to Pray- 
the Truth is that: "He will not Smell in 
their Assemblies." 
0—0—0—0—0-0 
That Wicked and Perverse and New-Fangled

Gloom everywhere - Sobbing & Cryihg'because 
the Adventist Church has gone astray. This 
is their Picture of Heaven & Bliss.

THIS PICTURE. 7 "
Such s "JARNES’S INFERNO" - ma zing Heaven 
a literal Hell - "for 6,000 years" - Is 
certainly News"to the World! But I did not 
know it was the Last Message!
0—0—0—O—0—0
No Angels to Sing: "Joy to the World!"
No‘"Peace on Earth - Good-will towards" men." 
No. Only deepest Gloom, Sorrow & Crying.
No wiping-away of Tears' from any Eyes. 
With' their God the brokeri-heartest of all. 
Heaven a veritable Insane Asylum. 

RUBBISH.
That such filthy RUBBISH should ever fasten 
upon a people -who claim to be Having a 
"REFORMATION""- only proves the Testimonies 
that predicted this very state of affairs. 
That a "REFORMATION" would come from "BAD" 
to'""WORSE.u "... if their Hearts could be 
seen, they would appear AS BLACK AS EVER." 
o-o-o—0-0-0
The Adventists didn’t like a "F1FCRMATI0E" 
that would go from what was BAD enough - 
from the Adventist Church - BAD enough - 
to a "REFORMATION" that would”*dnly'b'e ' 
"WORSE." So the Adventist Leaders threw "that 
"MISTAKE"' out of the Early Writings. They 
had to fix the Testimonies up.
0m»o—o—o—O—0
But you can prove it for youFself by read
ing Book One of the 6 Book Set (Cl00.do) 
from the R&H Publishing Society. You will 
find' that "REFORMATION" from "BAD" “to most 
decidedly "WORSE" (LEFT OUT of KW 45.) in 
th©‘"ETfEN’G.WHITE - W ARTICLES" Book #1“, 
p.9. (AI:9.) "PRESENT TRUTH"’p.22. Aug.1849.

’ THE FALSE AWAKENING.
Writing "like the Voice of an Angel*." 
Years spent learning human-weaknesses and 
how to play on them by: "PSYCHOLOGY.""And f 
by "... good Words and fair Speeches deceive 
the hearts of the SIMPLE..; AVOID THEM?’ 
Romans 16:18,17*. Especially leading the 
SILLY WOMEN astray.
0—0—0—0—0—0
Some will almost require a Slap'in the Face 
to snap them* out"of the Spell that Satan* 
ha's cast over them. The"very Thought that “ 
Gpd is "SUFFERING" unending/Torment because 
of a Retinue of Stuffed-Shiit LAODICEANSJ



Arbitrarily "GIVEN11 a'“CHARACTER" to 
SatanI No - it is not done that way. It 
is a fatal Delusion to look for it that ' 
way - by the Arts"of MAGIC! It is EARNED, 
STEP BY STEP - and DAY BY’DAY. There is 
no easy * short-cut route.) ,

• “We must SHARE THE CONFLICTS ifi we

have" been so DARKENED" and CONFUSED by " 
worldly CUSTOMS, worldly PRACTICES'and 
worldly INFLUENCES that all pov/er to dis
criminate between Lights Darkness, Truth 
& Error, seems destroyed. I had little’ 
hope that my Words' would be Understood. . . 
Knowing that you were involving yourselves 
in the Snares of Satan, I felt that the 
Danger was'too great for me to keep Silent. 
... Oct. 23, 1879, j the Lord gave me a 
most impressive Testimony in‘regard to" 
the Church in Battle Creek... they were" 
doing' the~very things which' the Lbrd had 
warned them NOT TO DO... God...declares: 
They have cherished Evil and SEPARATED 
from Me. They have gone astray, EVERY 
OLE OF THEM. NOT ONE'is Guiltless... 
It was then I decided that nothing more 
should go from my Pen until the" convert 
ing Power of God was seen in the Church. 
••• you are rebelling against God as 
certainly as were XORAH, ‘DATHAN,' & AB3RAM. 
You have their History... “Ye Have killed 
the people of the Lord." We see~what fear
ful' DECEPTION will come upon the human 
mind.... Some things I cannot mention^.. 
What VOICE will‘you acknowledge as the 
VOICE OF GOD?... If we WAIT for LOUDER " 
calls or BETTER opportunities, the Light

’e WITHDRAWN, and we LEFT' IN DARKNESS.
•.. The Crown of Life is placed ONLY upon 
the brow of the OVERCOMER... God had bid
den you to GO FORWARD TO PERFECTION.
(See Satan1s "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.34. ‘ 

COMPARE with PP 290 ’)
“WAIT ABOUT" or "GO FORWARD"? ' ' 

"GO FORT/ARD to IERFECTION,;. The Word is: 
"GO FORWARD; discharge your INDIVIDUAL 
duty, and leave all CONSEQUENCES in the 
Hands of God. If we MOVE FORWARD where 
Jesus lead's the way we shall see His 
TRIUMPH, we shall share His JOY. We must 
SHARE THE CONFLICTS (the whole "AWAKENUTG" 
message is to AVOID the CONFLICTS for 
your "CHARACTER" or LAOICof it - will be 
SUPPLIED in the so-walledt "SEALING TIME11 
What a fatal Delusion, it is by CONFLICT 
that CHRACTER is DEVELOPED - CHARACTER is 
MADE - it is NOT GIVEN! If it COULD be 
"GIVEN" - this World would never need

24- (??220.) “DOCTRINE OF NEVUS" is ah' 
attempt by Satan to FLATTER the EGO and. the 
SELF-IMPORTANCE of“a people already Puffed- 
up in their”Fleshly Minds!''Granting them a 
further degree of Carnal. Security that God 
must “SUPTER" on account of them! 
o—o—o—o—o—o 
That is the Heart and Soul of JUDAISM all 
over again] The Importance of a people! But 
God can raise of these Stones a BETTER 
people than that!

. JARNES SAYS HE' IS DEPENDENT! ' 
God is "DEPENDENT" on the Seventh-day Adven
tist Church! This is" the whole Sohg“& Dahce 
of"the Adventist Leadership, the'Shepherd’s 
Rod and the AWAKENING FELLOWSHIP", God has" 
NO OTHER PEOPLE that He can" trust with the 
"LATTER RAIN11 - He is forced to WAIT' bn this 
people! This is the Tune to which they 
Dance - in spite of the Testimonies WARNING 
against that very thing and declaring that 
the LATTER RAIN' will" come "COLTTRARY to any 
human Planning/’ TM 300.

' / IS HE DEPENDENT??? '" .... ‘ ‘
I'was afraid I would have to spend two hrs. 
or more looking for this Reference. I was' 
afraid I would have 'to do‘what I seldom ever 
do - quote it'from Memory." I was afraid I 
would* not find it. I looked in the PEW so-
called "COMPREHENSIVE11 INDEX - 1 found the 
OLD better than the NEW. I found the'NEW" 
AVOIDED the Question. So I settled down"to 
2 hours of SEARCHING to find it."But"God 
helped me to find, it in 15 minutes or less. 
But before" I found it - I had to LEAD' UP to 
the Statement - so Twant to give it to you 
as it came to me. Here it is:

“THE TESTIMONIES' REJECTED
The above is the True and. the "Original Title 
to this chapter from T5«62. They changed 
this to “SLIGHTED". “SLIGHTED" does not 
sound, so bad as “THE TESTIMONIES REJECTED'.11 
By the Big-Wigs in the Church. Sb they had 
to help each other out so it" doesn’t sound’ 
quite so Bad for them. So they "fixed ttp'a 
few Words. Let us have a little Look-see 
into' the True Picture as it unfolds:' 
"Dear Brethren & Sisters in Battle Creek: 
I"understand that the Testimony which' I 
sent... was withheld from you for several 
weeks' after it was received by him. (Daniells?) have Fallen, for God could have Just 
... advantage was taken of my words to deal 
harshly with the erring arid to unwisely ex
alt OTHERS... explained the Testimonies to 
suit themselves'. The Truth of God is NOT In 
harmony with the TRADITIONS OF LEK.’..Those 
who separate from God will call Darkness 
light, and Error truth... The minds of many



' THEN...
OUR PEOPLE ARE WING VERY DANGEROUS MISTAKES, MEN will be'engaged’. 
We cannot praise and flatter’ any man without 
doing him great Wrong... spiritual BLBiDNESS 
and poverty of Soul have come upon them... 
YOU ARE FOLLOWING THE SAME PATH as did 
ancient ISREKL, THERE IS THE SAME'FALLING 
MAY...' Your concord with Unbelievers has 
provokea the Lord's ("SUFFERING"???) has 
provoked the Lord’s DISPLEASURE... will 
place you in a MORE UNFAVORABLE POSITION" 
than the JEWS upon whom Christ' pronounced 
a WOE... MANY of our people are LUKEWARM/' 
They occupy the position of Mero'z, neither' 
FOR nor AGAINST, neither COLD nor KOT. They 
HEAR, the Words of Christ, but DO them not.
IF THEY REMIN IN THIS STATE, HE WILL 
(“SUFFER11???) HE WILL REJECT THEM WITH AB

HORRENCE... It may be that the Destroyers 
ard already training under the hand of Satan 

. and with the Voice of the FALSE PROPHET 
cry,' “PEACE, PEACE,” when the Lord'hath not 
spoken Peace... REPENT with all*their Might 
and BELIEVE with all their Heart, that God 
may turn away His ("SUFFERING???" ) His 
FIERCE ANGER from them...

DID YOU EVER. HEAR THE LESS OF 
THIS IN YOUR CHURCH--------???

“What can I say to AROUSE our people? I"*tell 
you not a few MINISTERS who stand before the' 
people to explain the Scriptures are DEFILED.' important Mortals. 
Their hearts are CORRUPT, their hands UNCLEAN. 
Yet many are crying: “PEACE, PEACE;" and the 
WORKERS CF INIQUITY are not’ alarmed. •• 
THE CHURCH IS CORRUPT... the opinions of a 
few conceited PHILOSOPHER,sb called (JARNES 
& COMPANY.)' are more to be trusted than the 
Truth of the Bible... They are WISE above

what is Written. THIS UNBELIEF (You'are 
so PROUD that one has come from the SDA 
“SCHOOLS” - who has PERVERTED the think
ing of Adventists IN the Church and now 
IN the so-called: “AWAKENING" - just be
cause a man comes from the SDA “SCHOOLS” 
does that mean he has any TRUTH - ????) 

SDA SCHOOLS.
"They are WISE above what is Written.
THIS UNBELIEF,., is taught in MOST OF' 
OUR SCHOOLS... THOUSANDS who profess to ' 
be'Christians give heed to LYING SPIRITS. 
.. .1 know that MANY think far too favor
ably of the present time. THESE EASE
LOVING SOULS -will be engulfed in the 
GENERAL RUIN... In the mighty sifting 
soon' to take place... Every WIND of 
Doctrine will be blowing. Those who have 
rendered supreme homage to “SCIENCE 
FALSELY SO-CALLED" will not be the LEADERS

In the last'solemn work FEW GREAT 
HE CANNOT USE

THEM...'There are precious ones now 
HIDDEN... THEY HAVE NOT HAD THE LIGHT... 
■vhen the TEST will come... The MARK OF 
THE BEAST WILL BE (NOT FORCED J )'WILL'BE 
URGED upon us. (FORCE comes later!)••• 

THE CHURCH WILL APPEAR.
“Then will the Church of Christ APPEAR 
“fair as the Moon.,.11

YOUR MEN OF LEARNING."
“The CALL to" this great & solemn work 
WAS presented to MEN OF LEARNING and 
Position... But they'SEPARATED from God, 
(NOT from the Church!’) yielded' to the 
INFLUENCE of the World, and the'Lord 
REJECTED them. MANY' have exalted SCIENCE 
and lost sight of the God of SCIENCE...

NOT TRAINED IN SCIENTIFIC 
INSTITUTIONS!

(You want the Truth? This is ths Truth:) 
"... men of LEARNING’& POSITION... the 
Lord REJECTED them... He will raise up' 
and exalt among us those who are taugjit 
rather by the unction of His Spirit THAN 
BY THE OUTWARD ‘TRAINING OF SCIENTIFIC 
INSTITUTIONS...

NOW HERE IS THE STATEMENT 
I WAS LOOKING FOR : :' : T

“HE IS NOT DEPENDENT on learned, self- 
' _ ■ “ T5:62-S2.
0—0—6—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0 

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
JARNES SAYS HE IS DEPENDENT’

“It can be seen that it is God who has 
been SUFFERING ENDLESS TORMENT for 6,000 
years.... His release DEPENDS upon the 
cooperation of THE CHURCH."p.86.(JJRNE8)

25- t!!220.’) "We must SHARE’THE CONFLICTS ir 
we wear the Crown of Victory. Like Jesus,' we 
must be made Perfect through SUFFERING... 
His life was marked'with continual self
denial, suffering...

ADVENTISTS SAY THE CHURCH CAN ONLY 
GET BETTER

“All these solemn admonitions will’ either* 
make the Church BETTER or'Decided!.y*.WORSE... 
“I also will LAUGH at your CALAMITY/’! will 
MOCK when your TEAR cometh; when vour FEAR 
cometh as DESOLATION, 'and your DESTRUCTION ‘ 
cometh as a Whirlwind... for that they hated 
KN(T ■ LEDGE, they despised all my REPROOF.
(They called^it: «CONDEmiLr»-“CRITIClZlPTCJI) 
they despised all my REPROOF,"... You know 
not the Time of your Visitation,,, The man 
whom God is leading will' be DISSATISFIED 
with himself.,, I was bidden to speak 
PLAINLY in His name, for His("SDFFERIKG???0 ) 
for His ANGER was kindled against you...



26- (*220.) THIS IS FHAT WE TiSE TOW!
The entire Book - 
just like Brinsmead’s “ETERNAL'PURPOSE” - 
everything that is said, conjured up, "all" 
the great “AUTHORITIES" from the Wo*ld*and 
the great men of the ChurcK are used to" 
come to the crashing Finale - Hit if the 
Finale is WRONG - the whole Fabrication 
falls flat' on its face! So you just take 
your Choice - is THE CHURCH dependent on 
God - or is God DEPENDENT on THE CHURCH???

THE GREAT SDA'JARIRS': ' ~ 
"... He WAITS and SUFFERS... His release 
DEPENDS upon the cooperation of THE CHURCH." 

“THE SANCTUARY RESTORED" - p.36.
THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY:

“God will work'a work in our day that but 
FEW anticipate. He will RAISE UP and EKALT 
among us THOSE who are taught rather by' the 
unction of His Spirit than bv the outward 
training of SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS...
HE IS NOT DEJENDEl'lT' on learned, self-im
portant mortals/1 T5:82.

THE TESTIMONY CONTINUES:
WHILE THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS that are 
running the "AWAKENING" have it settled & 
final that God has said THIS SDA CHURCH is 
“GOING THROUGH" - there is NO DOUBT ABOUT 
THAT! Like the Jews - they would sooner 
DOUBT GOD than to DOUBT THAT CHURCH -’ thus 
“THE CHURCH" is the Idol they have set up 
to Worship.' And try to drag the Testimonies 
in to support that Theory, like the Jews 
did with the Writings’ of Moses.
We have quoted from T5>82 that:
“HE IS NOT DEPENDENT... “

BUT
But IF “THE CHURCH" is going through - ; ’ 
like the Jews thought of their Jerusal^tt - 
then He IS dependent on THAT CHURCH - He IS 
dependent on THAT PEOPLE. So let us read on: 

"WE cannot be HALF the Lord’s and HAIF 
the World’s. WE ARE NOT GOD’S PEOPLE"unless 
we aria such EWIRELY... God’s Watchmen will 
not cry, “PEACE,’ PEACE," when God has not 
spoken Peace. The Voice of the FAITHFUL 

WATCHMEN will be heard: “GO YE OUT from 
thence, touch no UNCLEAN thing; go ye OUT" 
of the midst of her, be ye dean that bear 
the vessels of the Lord....

THE CHURCH IS ALREADY’WEIGHED-?
“THE CHURCH WILL BE WEIGHED(Future Tense!) 
“THE CHURCH WILL BE WEIGHED...

AND “IF" - .........
But according to these Seventh-day Advent-' 
ists that are running the AWAKENING - there 
is no IF - no AND - and no BUTS - about it! 
The SDA CHURCH is GOING THROUGH ’ J!

BUT SR. WHITE DID NOT KN0W‘THAT... 
“THE CHURCH will be weighed in the 
Balances of the Sanctuary. IF (CONDITIONAL 
TENSE’’!) IF - IF - IF - ' _ '
"... IF her moral Character and spiritual 
state DO NOT CORRESPOND with' the benefits 
and blessings God has conferred upon her, 
SHE WILL BE FOUND WANTING... THE LIGHT" 
of 1882 calls her'to an account/IF her 
talents are unimproved, IF her fruit is 
not perfect before God, IF' her light has 
become DARKNESS, “she IS indeed FOUND 
WANTING." T5:S3-4.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o THE CHURCH o-o-o-o-6-o-o 
At this point some will be confused. 
Like the Jews and even the Disciples *• 
SATURATED with the IMPORTANCE of that 
people - GOD DEPENDENT ON THEM - not' ~ 
even Christ the Creator of the Universe - 
could CHANGE THEIR COLLECTIVE MIND! And 
so also the ADVENTIST will have ringing i 
in his ears the blessed assurances that 
Jesus is mine - and “THE CHURCH" is 
“going through." Come Hell or Hi^i-Water. 
0—O— O— 0—0—0—0—0 —0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

WHAT IS THE ANSWER - ???
The Answer is Simple. But it will NOT 
be Simple to UNTWIST YOUR BRAINS that 
have been subjected to this constant 
BOMB ARDMENT that "THE CHURCH" - the' glori
ous ADVENTIST CHURCH - is “going through " (So “SHEWN OUT" means “GOING THROUGH - ?) 
(And NOT to use Drugs * means to USE THEM? 
(And “GET OUT OF THE CITIES IS ’ MY MESSAGE" (means to “CWIL DEFENSE" them!))))))))))) 

THE CHURCH.
The above Testimony uses the word-* ..
“THE CHURCH in Battle Creek." T5*62,63,68. 
"OUR CHURCHES,.'." T5«76. "Woe" will “be 
upon this people. T5:77. This is the 
Church that is “CORRUPT." T5*79. This is 
"THE CHURCH" that will be "WEIGHED IN’ 
THE BALANCES of the Sanctuary." T5t83. 
There is no Question about which Church 
this is.
0—0—0—0—0-0
But there are other places where “THE 
CHURCH" is spoken of - NOT SAYING WHICH ' 
CHURCH - but your Preacher ADDS the Words, 
the Words which are simply NOT THERE - 
“Seventh-day Adventist Church.”

If she meant'"Seventh-day Adventist 
Church""- why didn’t she SAY “Seventh- 
day Adventist Church" - ?

If you care to start in with the 
Book “THE GREAT CONTROVERSY” - arri MARK 
every place the expression “THE CHURCH" 
appears you will find the JEWS, the Catho-



There is not a Specie of Repentance for #iat 
they have done * orily Puffed-up. Pride that 
they got away with vfcat they taught * and 
are using the SAI® TWISTING, WINDING METHODS 
to lead the "AWAKENERS" astray/ND MESSAGE 
OF GOD is going to come from them! GO T7I. 
"Their minds had become imbued with the

FUDDLED UP IN YOUR. BOOK - (GO 603 ) 
But the ORIGINAL BOOK reads -

"In this Scripture the" announcement of the 
fall of Babylon, as made by the second' 
Angel, is repeated, with the additional 
mention of the CORRUPTIONS' which have been 
entering THE CHURCHES since 18//." 1884’GO 
o-o-o-o-o-o Z2I •

' FUDDLED UP IN YOUR’ BOOK - (GO 390) 
But the ORIGINAL BOOK reads - 
"They look in vain for the image of Christ 
in THE CHURCH. As THE CHURCHES-depart more 
and more widely from the Truth,' and ally 
themselves more closely with the World, 
THE TIME WILL COME -vfoen those who fear and 
honor God CAN NO LONGER REMAIN IN CONNECTION 
WITH THEM." 1884 GC 239,240. '(This was very 
carefully WEEDED OUT of SR 366.) 
0-0-0—0-0-0 ...
And we corCLd go on for 100 pages showing 
the same Subterfuge as the Tradition of the 
Elders sought to correct •the Lord’s mistakes 
and leave room for that "ONE AID'DULY." 
Suffice it to say that vhen YOU read "THE 
CHURCH" - you better ask yourself: "WHICH 
CHURCH?" Only as you consider this due and' 
this Key can you UNDERSTAND the TESTIMONIES. 
So there is no conflict in a Testimony that 
shows plainly what* is the Fate of'the SDA 
Church'(T5:211) and the Fate of the TRUE 
Church. Gold is where you find it. Gold 
must stand the Test of Fire. And we will 
just let the SDA BIBLE TEACHERS~FROM THE 
SDA COLLEGE - who have'been leading this 
people astray for 20 or 30 years - we will

27- ('-22O.)lics, the Protestants of Luther’s 
day, the Protestants of 1844, the' Adventists 
of 1888, and the LAST group of Christians 
that stand the Great Final Test -ALL of 
them are spoken of as "THE CHURCH." The 
Term is very broad in its application - 
but if every Time you see it - you want to 
ADD to the Word of God and' say: "Sevehth- 
day Adventist Church" - then ADD those 
words here: " rz
"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare “" 
the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST."- GC ZZ4.

POPULAR conception of the Messiah as' a 
temporal Prince, rhoVas to EXALT Israel 
(EXALT ADVENTISM) to the Throne of uni—" 
versal Empire... Their vision was filled, 
with the Throne, the Crown, and the Glory- 
while just before them lay the SHAME & 
Agony of the Garden, the Judgment-hall, 
the Cross of Calvary. IT WAS THEIR PRIDE' 
OF HEART, their~THIRST for Worldly &Lory, 
that Had led them to cling so' tenaciously 
to the FALSE TEACHING of their Time." “GC 
o-o-o—o-o-o ' ~ 345,348-9.
It is Time for Adventism to realize that 
God will find BY FAR the Majority of the 
144,000 out in the World. "... in the 
Churches which constitute BABYLON," the 
GREAT BODY of Christ’s true followers 
are still to be found in their communion. 
... Rev. 18 points to the Time when..'. 
THE" CHURCH will have fully reached the' 
condition foretold by the second Angel, 
and the people of God still in BABYLON 
will be called Upon to SEPARATE from 
their communion'. THIS MESSAGE IS THE 
LAST' that Will ever be given to the 
World." GC 390.

' AE ADVENTISTS GIVING THIS MESSAGE? 
(Perhaps you should read' ARTHUR MAXWELL’s 
EXPOSE OF SEIF - enclosed with this 
mailing", or send for a Copy.) 
"Furthermore, in the eighteenth chapter 
of the Revelation, IN A MESSAGE WHICH IS 
YET FUTURE, the people of God are callM' 
upon to come out of BABYLON." 1888 GC 383.

THE TRUE PICTURE IS - ' 
Of a Call - and of an Excuse. 
One married a Wife,* one bought some Oxen, 
one bought some Land - you know the Story. 
Does God "SUFFER" - ?
Does God “WATT" - ? (Jarnee p.86.)

' YOU BETTER GET THIS STRAIGHT!
God MOVES 0N1 "The END is come upon my 
people of Israel i I will" NOT AGAIN PASS 
BY them any more. And the Songs of the 
Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that day, 
saith the Lord God: THERE SHALL BE MANY 
DEAD BODIES in every place; they shall ' f 
cast them forth with' SILENCE." Amos"“S:2,3 
(NO LOUD CRYJ Just Death and Silence!) 

’ God MOVES ON’ 
let’ them CONTINUE to cause the Loss of Soxfts. God moves to ANOTHER PEOPLE!

The Call now goes to the Hyways & Byways. 
And then to another Class.

BUT LISTEN’J’ 
What else does that Parable teach? 
He "SUFFERS" and "WAITS" for the first 
Class? ANSWER THE QUESTION’ Does He??? 
Is that Tihat the Parable teaches - ???

'V aenaj-w <?■' Herf'i f, ;o t r.-r*; ■ ■,• rt»-



us© certain ones as his Agents for the 
promulgation of Truth. But he will use 
whom he will use. He'will PASS BI meh 
who have not followed his counsel, meh 
who feel capable and sufficient to work 
in their own' wisdom; AND HE WILL USE 
OTHERS who are thought by these sup* 
posedly WISE ONES to be wholly INCOMES* 
TENTIf the Cords are drawn much 
ti$*':T| if the Rules are made much* 
finer, if men' continue to Bind their 
fellow-laborers closer and closer to the" 
Commandments of men, MANY will be stirred 
(by a “WRONG SPIRIT11*?) BY THE SPIRIT *'' 

OF GOD TO BREAK EVERY SHACKLE; 'and assert 
their Liberty in Christ Jesus..."MANY 
SUCH will- be seen hurrying hither and 
thither, constrained by THE SPIRIT GF" ' 
GOD... casting off all men’s Machinery. 
... The’ SAFEGUARDS which FALSE SHEPHERDS 
have thrown around their Flocks WILL 
COKE AS NAUGHT; THOUSANDS will' STEP OUT 
into the Light, and work to spread'the “ 
Light... If there are any"of our brethren 
who think that they have devised plans

28- (?-220i) IT DOES NOT HI 
The Parable teaches, as plain as human 
Speech can make it - the VERY‘OPPOSITE of 
the Jarnes-Brinsmead Jangling! 
O-O—0*0*0—O '• ■
I'G Teaches, that' HE DOES NOT WAIT & SUFFER 
on account of the first Class. 
THAT PARABLE TEACHES - 
that He IMMEDIATELY goes to ANOTHER CLASS 
that His House may be full, 
0*0*0*o~0*0 *
And of the first Class that was called FIRST, 
He has this1 to say: 
“Go out into the Highways & Hedges, and 
compel them to come in, that my House may 
be filled. For I say unto you, That' NONE OF 
THOSE MEN THAT WERE BIDDEN - Shall, taste of 
my Supper.” Luke 14*23-4. 
O-O-O—O—O*o • * « ..
“And I say unto you, That many shall come 
f rom the East & West, and. shall, sit down " 
with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the 
Kingdom of Heavens ■•*'

“But the Children’ of the .Kingdom shall 
be CAST OUT into outer Darkness:"there shall 
be Weeping and Gnashing of Teeth.” Matt.3:11*2.by which they can secure a MONOPOLY of 
o—o*o*o—o*o 
“Therefore say I unto you, The Kingdom of 
God shall be taken from you, and given to ‘ 
a Nation bringing forth the Fruits thereof.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o Matt,21:43.
“Should the Sentinels of Truth'now fail'to 
sound the Warning... should the Standard 
fall from their hands, THE LORD WOULD RAISE 
UP OTHERS who would be faithful & loyal••. 
Some may not apparently engage in the CONFLICT as the Angel of the Lord, 
on either side. They may not appear to take 
sides against the Truth, but they'will not 
como out" BOLDLY for Chri'st, through FEAR of 
losing* property" or suffering reproach. ALL 
SUCH are numbered with the ENEMIES of Christ; 
for Christ"says, “He that is not'WITH me is 
AGAINST me.” RH A3:I8. Feb.7,1893. 
O—0*0*0—0—0 
“The End of all things is at hand.,.. God’ 
is Testing' the devotion of HIS CHURCHES... 
But, 0, sad picture!,.. They fall, into a' 
cold' spiritless FORMALIST.; they have”left 
their love." And Christ says unto THEM. 
“Remember therefore from whence thou art 
fallen, and repent, and do the first'works: 
or-else I will come iinto thee quickly, and 
will remove thy" candlestick out of his place, 
except thou repent.” He will take his Holy 
Spirit FROM THE CHURCH, and give It tb ‘ 
OTHERS who will appreciate it.” A3:273. ' '
o-o-o-o-o-O July IS/ 1895.
”The Lord does not ask permission of those 
in responsible Positions when he wishes to

any line of God’s"woik, they are RELEASED 
from all such burdens. INDIVIDUALLY we 
form a part of the great whole', fulfil* 
ling our part in the Scenes foreseen 
long ages ago... Let man now cease to 
trust in man... There should be no boast
ing, no seeking for the highest places." 
.7. The weak must not now TRUST in finite 
men if they would be as"David, and David

J1 RH A3:275~6.
(LAST PART LEFT OUT of Ev. 16,105. NOT 

GOOD ENOUGH for the' TRUSTEES that CAN
NOT BE TRUSTED! »God'CANNOT work: with", 
such an element of Pride.” TM 326,361.) 
0«*> 0*0—0*0*0 ). *
”Let us duly consider the Fact that we 
are Saved; NOT AS COMPANIES, "but a's* IN
DIVIDUALS. We shall be judged according 
to the CHARACTER we (WILL"FCRM in the 
“SEALING TIME” - Brinsmead - ?) 
o*b*o*o*o—o
“We shall be judged accbrding to the 
CHARACTER we HAVE formed. It is peri- - ‘ 
lous to neglect to PREPARE.” RH A3:292. 
Q««0*0—0*0*0
“Never forget that we cannot assimilate 
to the World, and be God’s people,11 RH’ 
o-o-o-o-o-o A31332. Feb.II,1896.
(LEFT OUT.’ NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR CS 2531) 
“If the Truth for this Time, if the 
Signs that are thickening on every hand, 
that testify that the end of all things 
is at hand, are not sufficient to AROUSE



*

for “SONS AND

Son of God AFRESH, “and put Him to an open

His

of a people WAITING'

Your Salvation is dependent oh‘YOUR Faith, 
not anyone else’s in the World. THIS'is 
JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH in a Nutshell. 
What YOU do is what Counts. 
Not what some Old Church does.
0w0«0,,0«,0»,0come 

O—O—C—O—0—O <
(LEFT OUT, not good enough 

DAUGHTERS OF GOD” p.217.) 
11... there are 'LIMITS* to' the Mercy and For
bearance of God! There' are"those who, by 
their DHENITENCE under the Beams' of Light 
that have shone upon them, are very near 
the Line There the Forbearance of'God. is 
EXHAUSTED... God declares of such,“SUDDEN 
DESTRUCTION cometh ’upon THEM;... and. THEY 
shall not escape..• The ONE4IOUR Laborers 
will'be brought in at the Ilth. Hour... 
others will COME IN and occupy the place 
THEY have left vacant... “Thou art weighed 
in the Balance, and art found WANTING.“... 
Wicked men and THE CHURCH harmonize in this 
hatred of the of God, 
comes 
Both are in harmony, ’arid are acting on a 
short sighted POLICY 
will speedily be followed by national ruin. 
(Then will the 5th® SEAL take place!) RH “ 
o-o-o-o-o-o June 15, 1897. A3:474.
O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—0—0 
These are the Testimonies of Jesus'Christ. 
But these Testimonies are countered by the 
“DOCTORS OF THE LAW” such as JARNES -"who 
declares that God' must “WAIT11 while He....
“SUFFERS” - “His release DEPENDS upon the 
cooperation of THE CHURCH.” JARNES p.86. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
THE TESTIMONIES:

Shame.11 Hebrews 6:4,6.
o** o** O *• 0 

J ARNES»
“This is God * s' ETERNAL PURPOSE...
PEOPLE must permit’Him to CLEANSE and 
PERFECT His body.;. This community is 
called the 144,000..'. That “HORSE" is ’ 
HIS CHURCH... Another’religious denomi- 
nation - God forbid!... He will SUf±® 
the PAIN and AGONY OF THE CROSS until" 
His sanctuary is cleansed. (Meaning the 
SDA Church. HU.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o

(By Jarnos, Brinsmead and Company) that
THE TIME HAS COME to release Jesus from

va ci u-xvvi the PAIN and AGONY of Calvary. But the
and the Door was Closed! Church fs sympathy & cooperation are

NECESSARY for this to be effected.11 p.SO-J.

29- (^220.) AROUSE the sleeping' energy of 
those who PROFESS to know the Truth, then 
DARKNESS proportionate to' the Light"which 
has been Shining will oveirtake these souls.” 

this same Testimony for WOMEN who will 
to the aid of the Last’ Message.) RH 

^3:377. July 21,1896. The James Jangling is only a Re-Hash of 
Old Adventist Tradition (What else“w6uLd 
you expect from the Adventist College?) 
of God and you being DEPENDENT oh a CHURCH 
arid a PEOPLE - regardless or their Pen-' 
versions or their DRUGGING Programme, or 
their MILITARY Programme - God and you 
must Cry and Weep for them.

' THIS IS NOT THE GOD I BELIEVE IN. 
Turn your Eyes to the World - to BETTER 
people. For God calls ONCE -"and' the 
SECOND call goes to the World. Sr. White 
says some of us will make our “Final deci
sion in the matter of Seconds!

THE SPIRIT* ' ' '
I can’t imagine what Kind of a'spirit'it 

and then the CRISIS is that would want to Hang your Christ 
THE WORLD has converted THE CHURCH.' back on the Cross again. Putting Him to 

“ENDLESS TORMENT” - Jarnes p.86.
This national apostasy Who is it that would want to “CRUCIFY 

HIM AFRESH.11- ?
WOULD YOU - ? 

See 417. It seems to me the Bible teaches that ' 
those who would “CRUCIFY HIM AFRESH” are 
those who have done something to SEAR 
THEIR CONSCIENCE - whether SUBCONSCIOUS 
or UNCONSCIOUS! It “is SEARED as with a 
“HOT IRON!” I Tim.4:I,2,7,I3,l6^eb.6:6. 
o—o—o—o—o—o
“For it is impossible for those The were 
once enlightened... If they shall fall 
away, to renew them again unto repentance;

“HE IS NOT DEPENDENT’on learned, self-impor- seeing they CRUCIFY to themselves the 
tant mortals.” T5:82. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
WE are DEPENDENT' on God. 
God IS NOT dependent on us.
The' Jarnes-Brinsmead Jangling is merely an 
attempt to Flatter your Ego, and' make you 
MORE IMPORTANT than you really are. 
Remember — “GOD IS NOT DEPENDENT” —' you 
had better AWAKEN to that Fact - for unless 
you HURRY and ENTER IN - the DOOR will be 
SHUT’ Arid we be left in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - 
the Door of Probation closed! It may be in 
the Mornigfe, it may be at Noon - the Hour 
of Probation will be Past’- for you and for 
me. AWAKE - to this Truth! Do not be caught “Thus Daniel 8:14 is'an announcement 
in the Slip-Stream of 

PROCRASTINATION!
Sr. White had a Vision 
for others to ACT - i



Sin and Evil here below'is for the real 
BENEFIT of the UNIVERSE. So they UNDER
STAND God’s justice'vhen Sin and Sinners 
must come to an End.

- '‘FAR FROM SUFFERING!
When the WRATH of God * UNMIXED with 
Mercy - falls on the Head of those who 
despised His offer of Salvation - the 
Saints of God, having the “RIGHT SPIRIT” 
DO NOT double over in PAIN and AGONY be- '
be they Adventist or whatever. They had 
their chance. It is now Past. They must 
be Destroyed to “CLEANSE" ’ the SANCTUARY!

Truly it is Written:
"THE LIGHT uhich flames up for a Time soon 
dies out, leaving-the DARKNESS MOPE DENSE 
than before." GC 463, 
C—0—O—O—0—0 
NO TRUE REFORM will coma from WITHIN’ The 
Message is'TO the Laodiceans, not FROM the 
Laodiceans. W <70

Ml SAVIOUR. .........
The Saviour and the God T believe ih - 
has everything under Control, ihc3.udihg His 
emotions. He is not upset because a people 
repeat the mistake of the Pastrand are ’ 
"Following in the path of'ancient Israel." 
Also iri"the“Track of Rome." TM 362. BOTH 
these people’wanted to KILL anyone‘that 
DOUBTED’ their Holiness and Calling* 'They 
were the "ONLY" people that God had. One 
SDA Preacher spouted off at a COUNCIL of 
"EVANGELISTS" that "WE ARE THE ONLY PEOPLE 
THAT GOD HAS" - ad infiniturn - the next 
thing we knew - it was announced that he had 
to go into seclusion because something was 
Wrong in his Head. Something was Wrong in 
his Head before he started Spouting off like 
that. Does it EVER do ANY people ARY GOOD 
to tell them things like that - ? Which is 
what the SHEPHERD ’S ROD DID and now the 
SAME people in the "AWAKENING." "THE TEMPLE 
OF THE LORD - THE TEMPLE CF THE LORD - ’ are' 
we." "TRUST YE NOT IN‘LYING WORDS F’MfsS .321.

MY GOD.
My God is not trying to Hang Himself on a 
Tree again. Gethsemane and the Cross are 
"FINISHED!" "IT IS FINISHED’" He"is not 
going, to Hang Himself because the Adventist 
Church does not Act. Nor is Heaven a place 
where GLOOM rules the Day and everyone goes 
around in "PAIN" and "AGONY" - having LOST 
CONTROL of their Emotions. This is a Picture 
of an INSANE ASYLUM - not of Heaven’ Not of 
my God! Not' the God who Rules the Universe 
with a steady Hand. This Demonstration of

3 Ou (4220.) YOU KNOW HOW TO DETECT ERROR? 
One good way is to stop and ponder - 
would you originate that Doctrine - ? 
WOULD YOU - ? COULD YOU - ? 
Well, if not - WHY do you Fall’for it - ? 
Why do you Fall for something you wouldn’t 
have the Nerve to Teach yourself - ? 
If I ever heard of a Doctrine that wuld 
"CRUCIFY HIM AFRESH" - THIS IS IT - 1 ‘ 
I need not look to BABYLON to find' it.
I find it coming out Fresh from the Adventist cause of the just Fate of the "Incorrigible 
College. And the’Adventists would have sup
ported' that Doctrine (See SAF NEWSLETTER) 
but Jarnes decided he would have more Honor 
as the Mme Beacon-Light for the "AWAKENING ."To “CLEANSE" the UNIVERSE! Those who do 

not understand the Character of “God “will 
FAIL the Great Final "Test. COL“411(420). 
o—o—o—o—o—o T8:2H. RH A2:464. IS 84.

’ ‘ “ THEIR CHARACTER. '
"...for in bne Hour is she made DESOLATE. 
REJOICE over her, thou Heaven, and ye 
Holy Apostles and" Prophets; for God hath 
avenged you on her." Rev. 18:19,20. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 •♦
God is in Control of the Universe. 
Rather than Worry about some Old Fat 
Harlot Church (T8:250) - all Heaven FOR
GETS" her Antics as ONE SOUL in all the 
World comes to Repentance. THIS ONE SOUL 
is more Important to God than any Old Fat 
Church waddling her Drug-Shot Laodicean 
Way to Hell S ALL HEAVEN STOPS WORRYING 
ABOUT HER as they'find ONE DEAR SOUL who 
comes OUT of her embrace! EW 39

- JOY! ’ 
"Then JOY, inexpressible JOY, filled 
Heaven. And the Heavenly Host SANG a’SONG 
of IRAISE and ADORATION. They touched • 
their Harps and sang a "note hi^ier than 
they had done before..." EW 151. 
0—0 —O—0—0—0 
When do you think the above took place? 
At the announcement that Jesus would DIE ‘ 
on the Cross to give HOPE to a LOST RACE. 
No - the SINS of the ADVENTIST CHURCH is 
NOT going to drag Heaven down into "a 
Morose Gloom!'FORGET“THAT NONSENSE! For 
they HAD their chance .“ You may be SURE" 
of that'. God has His Messengers to give 
them the LAST MESSAGE - it is the MIDNIGHT 
CRY - and the^Words and the’ Meaning have 
been Perverted but of all Proportion by 
the so-called self-styled "AWAKENERS" - 
but you will find the TRUTH in these 
Words if you Study them with your own 
God-given Understanding: "At MIDNIGHT the 
Cry’is heard, "Behold, the Bridegroom • 
cometh; GO YE OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.


